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Call to Order, Roll Call, Minutes
hour:minute:second
https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=17" https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=17 
0:00:17	good evening
0:00:18	and welcome to the december 10 2019
0:00:20	australia planning commission
0:00:23	do we have the vocal please
0:00:28	commissioner
0:00:35	[Music]
0:00:39	here mr price
0:00:57	thank you yeah for the record we started
0:01:00	at
0:01:00	6 30 p.m have the
0:01:04	commissioners had an opportunity to
0:01:06	review the draft minutes from the
0:01:07	november 26
0:01:08	2019 meeting we will know that they were
0:01:12	received just before
0:01:15	the meeting this evening i'm sorry and
0:01:17	the record will also note that
0:01:19	commissioner price has joined us at 6 31
0:01:21	pm
0:01:24	so a minute does anybody have any
0:01:27	questions changes amendments
0:01:34	would the commissioners prefer to have
0:01:35	more time to produce possibly at a later
0:01:38	date
0:01:44	[Music]
0:01:49	[Music]
0:02:02	[Music]
0:02:04	all right
0:02:08	carries so
0:02:13	[Music]
0:02:17	what i will need to note is that the
0:02:20	city council agenda item
0:02:23	um that this deals with is an amendment
0:02:26	um we'll be going to council so we'll
0:02:28	have to provide
0:02:30	half a minute to the city council
0:02:33	um in their record for this uh
0:02:36	item because i don't believe that you
0:02:39	meet
0:02:39	up until after the city council period
0:02:42	okay so hopefully we will be able to
0:02:45	have them read
0:02:46	during one of our recesses and then we
0:02:48	will
0:02:50	that is an option it's not it's not
0:02:51	required that they be adopted
0:02:54	um it's good practice um we tried to get
0:02:56	them
0:02:57	turned around as soon as we could um
0:03:00	you know it's uh it's it's not mandatory
0:03:04	that
0:03:05	um that they be in final draft
0:03:08	because item is going to be going to the
0:03:10	city council after january since
0:03:14	right but this sheriff it's patrick it's
0:03:16	not
0:03:17	mandatory that you know you suspend the
0:03:20	meeting i think there are other things
0:03:21	that are maybe a little bit more
0:03:22	impressive
0:03:24	okay thank you for sitting there
Work Session: Accessory Dwelling Units
https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=208" https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=208 
0:03:28	okay the planning commission will hold a
0:03:30	special work session tonight
0:03:32	with a presentation by city planner
0:03:35	barbara pryor
0:03:36	now public testimony is not necessarily
0:03:39	taken during a work session
0:03:41	but once an application for review has
0:03:43	been submitted
0:03:44	it appears that there are people in the
0:03:47	audience that would like to speak to the
0:03:48	different issues tonight and i do have
0:03:50	the option of allowing that so i'm going
0:03:52	to
0:03:52	but i will ask that anyone speaking
0:03:56	limit their comments to three minutes
0:03:59	and if you'd like to speak
0:04:01	uh regarding something on our agenda or
0:04:03	a non-agenda item please use the sign-in
0:04:05	sheet located on the side table
0:04:08	and we will hear public comments not
0:04:11	relating to anything
0:04:12	um that we have to do with the work
0:04:15	session this evening
0:04:16	after the work session is closed
0:04:19	so connor pryor
0:04:23	thank you um so we're here to discuss
0:04:27	four items on the agenda tonight
0:04:33	accessory dwelling units having to do
0:04:35	with legislative changes
0:04:38	and then also the county-wide housing
0:04:40	report and
0:04:41	some recommendations from that
0:04:44	temporary warming centers
0:04:46	[Music]
0:04:54	sorry
0:04:55	[Music]
0:05:00	there okay temporary warming center
0:05:04	um this one's not working um small cell
0:05:07	wireless
0:05:08	and column barium in astoria
0:05:11	so the housing amendment
0:05:17	[Music]
0:05:19	so i think he would focus on
0:05:23	[Music]
0:05:31	there we go okay so the first proposal
0:05:34	has to do with housing house bill 2001
0:05:39	was passed in 2019 and generally
0:05:42	the regulations apply to cities greater
0:05:46	than
0:05:47	10 000 people the
0:05:51	issues that relate to populations of
0:05:54	cities that are 25 000 and greater
0:05:57	include accessory dwelling units and so
0:06:00	we must allow an
0:06:01	adu an accessory dwelling unit anywhere
0:06:05	a detached single-family dwelling is
0:06:08	allowed
0:06:10	okay it can be interior
0:06:13	so a floor a basement an attic a floor
0:06:17	of the dwelling
0:06:18	it could be an addition and it could be
0:06:21	a detached dwelling the
0:06:24	um two primary things that we can no
0:06:27	longer require
0:06:29	are owner occupancy
0:06:32	and off-street parking that does not
0:06:35	mean that you can't require
0:06:36	the off-street parking for the primary
0:06:39	dwelling so the primary dwelling still
0:06:41	would require
0:06:42	two up street parking spaces and
0:06:45	we just could not require additional
0:06:47	spaces
0:06:48	for the accessory dwelling unit
0:06:51	[Music]
0:06:54	so the county-wide housing study
0:06:58	looked at increasing the maximum size of
0:07:00	accessory dwelling units as a percentage
0:07:02	of the primary dwelling from 40 to 60 to
0:07:06	80
0:07:09	so that you can get a bigger accessory
0:07:12	dwelling unit
0:07:14	some of the other things that they
0:07:16	requested that we consider
0:07:17	is allowing two accessory drawing units
0:07:20	per lot
0:07:21	if one is attached and one is internal
0:07:25	and that's a consideration that's not a
0:07:27	requirement
0:07:29	they also said to consider allowing
0:07:32	accessory drawing units up to the height
0:07:35	of the primary dwelling so this would be
0:07:39	very effective
0:07:40	for say somebody who wanted to maybe
0:07:42	convert their garage
0:07:44	to allow for an apartment above the
0:07:47	garage
0:07:50	and to clarify whether the unit may be
0:07:53	attached detached or internal
0:07:55	and we talked about that a moment ago
0:07:57	having to do with the legislation
0:07:59	and that it requires us to allow all
0:08:02	three types
0:08:05	it also recommended removing owner
0:08:07	occupancy
0:08:08	and to reduce or remove the minimum
0:08:10	off-street parking and that's the
0:08:12	county-wide housing study so they're
0:08:14	duplicative of the legislation
0:08:19	i wouldn't note that with the county
0:08:21	housing study that was completed
0:08:23	before the legislation was adopted
0:08:27	at the state level so what was the
0:08:29	recommendation before
0:08:31	as a part of the county housing city
0:08:32	became law in the state of oregon
0:08:34	[Music]
0:08:37	some of the other county white housing
0:08:39	strategies that we'll consider
0:08:41	later as a different amendment
0:08:44	is looking at minimum densities
0:08:48	the recommendation is that in r3
0:08:52	the existing lot size requirements limit
0:08:55	the density to
0:08:56	less than the maximum allowed and so
0:09:01	they recommend that we consider looking
0:09:03	at minimum densities
0:09:06	they recommend that we consider adopting
0:09:08	a greater intensity zoning district for
0:09:11	more intensive housing so maybe an r4
0:09:14	in certain areas allowing high density
0:09:17	housing in commercial areas
0:09:20	allowing vertical mixed use development
0:09:22	outright
0:09:24	limiting short-term rentals in
0:09:26	residential zones
0:09:28	and there's another number of ways to do
0:09:30	that and
0:09:31	the report talks about some of those
0:09:33	ways
0:09:34	and then the last item that um
0:09:38	the county white housing strategy talks
0:09:40	about is
0:09:41	workforce housing for working people and
0:09:45	we've had a number of inquiries about
0:09:49	different items
0:09:52	such as single room occupancy
0:09:55	that's where a room
0:09:58	is provided for a person to live in
0:10:02	and the restroom is typically down the
0:10:05	hall
0:10:06	and that there is a shared cooking
0:10:08	facility
0:10:11	as opposed to a studio where
0:10:14	the cooking and restaurant facilities
0:10:18	are typically
0:10:19	integrated into the unit we've had a
0:10:22	request
0:10:23	for um dormitories and so considering
0:10:27	allowing more than one person to stay
0:10:30	in a room
0:10:33	[Music]
0:10:36	such as four to eight people
0:10:39	in bunk bed type situations like a
0:10:42	dormitory
0:10:45	and other group housing that has been
0:10:48	proposed
0:10:49	or has been talked about is different
0:10:52	types of
0:10:53	senior housing and potentially
0:10:55	co-housing
0:10:57	and so allowing for some different
0:11:00	types of housing in our perhaps our
0:11:04	three zone
0:11:06	would allow for these types of housing
0:11:08	to occur
0:11:10	so um
0:11:14	see so i have
0:11:17	identified um specific
0:11:21	changes to the development code with
0:11:23	regard to accessory dwelling units
0:11:25	and at this point we can
0:11:29	open up the discussion if you will
0:11:33	to um the information that you've heard
0:11:36	thus
0:11:36	far or we can go through the
0:11:40	proposed changes to the accessory
0:11:43	dwelling unit
0:11:44	legislation as i've outlined in the
0:11:47	memos that you received
0:11:49	so it's your choice how you want to
0:11:51	proceed at this point
0:11:56	do any of the commissioners have a very
0:11:58	strong feeling one way or the other on
0:11:59	this
0:12:01	i think i'd like to step through the
0:12:02	proposed changes before we have any
0:12:05	extended discussions about additional
0:12:07	changes no i thought
0:12:09	okay so the um
0:12:13	four articles that are supposed to be
0:12:15	changed include
0:12:16	article two the used zones
0:12:21	[Music]
0:12:23	there we go the u zones to add
0:12:26	an adu as a permitted outright use
0:12:29	in the r1 cr and ahmp
0:12:33	and then in the institutional zone
0:12:37	adus as permitted within a single family
0:12:40	dwelling on a lot where such use existed
0:12:42	as of january 1st
0:12:44	1990 add the edu as a permitted use
0:12:49	in the a3 zone where the single family
0:12:52	dwelling existed prior to october 1st
0:12:54	2002
0:12:56	eliminating the minimum lot sizes for
0:12:59	accessory drawing units in r2 r3
0:13:01	and cr zones and what that means is
0:13:05	that currently today if you have a 5 000
0:13:09	square foot lot let's say
0:13:11	and you want to build an adu you have to
0:13:14	have an
0:13:14	additional amount of square footage it
0:13:17	differs in the archwind r3
0:13:19	and so we would propose eliminating that
0:13:23	because in order to allow outright
0:13:29	an accessory dwelling unit wherever a
0:13:31	single family dwelling is permitted
0:13:33	you would have to get rid of that
0:13:34	requirement
0:13:36	now that doesn't mean that for a duplex
0:13:39	a duplex is different you would still
0:13:42	allow that requirement in the in the
0:13:44	code
0:13:45	so it's just for accessory dwelling
0:13:47	units
0:13:49	and remove the conditional use permit
0:13:52	requirement
0:13:53	in r1 and eliminate the parking
0:13:56	requirements throughout
0:14:06	[Music]
0:14:08	so in article 3 having to do with
0:14:11	accessory dwelling units 3.020
0:14:15	we would eliminate we would modify the
0:14:17	definition of primary dwelling
0:14:18	if you wanted to keep the requirement of
0:14:20	a primary dwelling
0:14:23	we would eliminate the conditional use
0:14:25	requirement owner occupancy
0:14:28	lot size off-street parking requirements
0:14:32	and because we're eliminating the owner
0:14:34	occupancy and off-street parking
0:14:36	we would eliminate the expiration of the
0:14:38	conditional use permit
0:14:40	and then in speaking in our
0:14:44	wednesday morning interdepartmental
0:14:48	meetings we talked to the fire
0:14:50	department
0:14:51	and one of the things that they're
0:14:53	concerned about is
0:14:55	getting back to some accessory dwelling
0:14:58	units and so
0:14:59	trying to have either a 10 foot side
0:15:03	yard or having something so that it's
0:15:05	clear
0:15:06	passage for the
0:15:10	the fire and rescue people to get back
0:15:12	to
0:15:13	the accessory dwelling unit we don't
0:15:15	want to um
0:15:16	narrow too much the the width
0:15:19	of the axis way in an emergency
0:15:26	that's prayer yes will the state allow
0:15:28	us to require
0:15:29	attempted side yard emergency access
0:15:34	they will allow us to do to
0:15:38	have design issues addressed and
0:15:42	this is a design issue that i think we
0:15:44	could address
0:15:45	i can clarify that with dlcd
0:15:48	with the department of land conservation
0:15:50	and development
0:15:52	if this is something that you guys want
0:15:54	to move forward with
0:15:56	okay thank you yes
0:15:59	[Music]
0:16:02	so article seven the off-street parking
0:16:05	and loading section
0:16:07	we would eliminate the requirement
0:16:09	marking requirement for accessory
0:16:10	dwelling units
0:16:11	and add the statement no additional
0:16:14	parking is required
0:16:15	just so it's clear that the primary
0:16:17	dwelling still requires parking
0:16:21	and then under article 11 conditional
0:16:23	uses we would eliminate
0:16:25	the accessory dwelling unit in r1 as a
0:16:27	type 2
0:16:28	conditional use
0:16:30	[Music]
0:16:35	so additional considerations that you
0:16:37	might think about
0:16:39	is eliminate the minimum size of the
0:16:41	primary dwelling unit
0:16:43	in the proposal that i had before you um
0:16:47	it did eliminate the minimum lot size
0:16:50	for
0:16:50	a primary dwelling unit as currently
0:16:53	today it's 1400 square feet
0:16:57	and the proposal that i had would
0:16:59	eliminate that
0:17:02	adding a detached adu to
0:17:05	creation of the unit section or we could
0:17:08	use the dlcd
0:17:11	guidance definition and that's in
0:17:14	the document that you received by email
0:17:18	that looks like
0:17:22	[Music]
0:17:23	this one
0:17:24	[Music]
0:17:27	and so that guidance begins it's on
0:17:30	their
0:17:31	in their model code and it begins on
0:17:33	page five
0:17:35	of that document
0:17:38	they also recommend adding information
0:17:41	on whether manufactured homes mobile
0:17:45	homes
0:17:46	prefabricated homes
0:17:50	modular homes and shipping containers
0:17:53	would be allowed
0:17:54	as a an accessory dwelling unit
0:17:58	for new construction adjacent to a
0:18:01	historic landmark
0:18:02	that would go to the historic landmarks
0:18:04	commission
0:18:06	but our code is currently does not allow
0:18:10	a manufactured home modular home
0:18:12	prefabricated home
0:18:15	that is smaller than a thousand square
0:18:17	feet
0:18:19	so we would need to clear that up
0:18:22	in the code if you wanted to move
0:18:24	forward with allowing
0:18:26	for those type of homes ms fryer can i
0:18:29	add something to that
0:18:31	so when um
0:18:33	[Music]
0:18:35	the learning cup the planning commission
0:18:39	and the city council worked through
0:18:42	some changes to our accessory dwelling
0:18:44	unit
0:18:45	code in 2016.
0:18:49	there was subsequently a one-year review
0:18:52	of this code by the city council and the
0:18:54	issue of
0:18:56	allowing a modular or
0:19:00	manufactured home came up at that time
0:19:03	at the city council meeting
0:19:05	and one of the things the city council
0:19:07	has directed the planning commission to
0:19:09	do
0:19:09	as a part of this amendment is to
0:19:11	determine
0:19:13	specifically whether or not to allow
0:19:17	manufactured or modular homes as
0:19:19	accessory billionaires they've asked the
0:19:20	planning commission to have a dialogue
0:19:22	and there are representatives in the
0:19:24	audience tonight who are prepared to
0:19:26	discuss this and these are the same
0:19:28	representatives
0:19:29	who came to city council to raise this
0:19:32	concern
0:19:33	when it went before them at their one
0:19:36	year review
0:19:39	thank you so there are three more
0:19:42	recommendations um or actually prohibit
0:19:45	so there are four five more things
0:19:49	prohibit homestay lodging in the adu
0:19:52	i'm recommending that we we do that
0:19:54	because this is really to help solve a
0:19:56	housing crisis
0:19:57	not to solve a second unit or
0:20:00	um i believe we do so to maintain that
0:20:04	prohibition and then
0:20:08	there is a section in the engineering
0:20:11	code that says
0:20:13	any dwelling unit could require
0:20:16	additional street half street
0:20:19	improvements
0:20:20	and so um in talking with the
0:20:22	engineering department we might need to
0:20:24	look at
0:20:25	clarifying that an adu does not
0:20:29	trigger additional transportation
0:20:31	[Music]
0:20:32	requirements
0:20:35	and so i can if that's something that
0:20:37	you guys are interested in i can
0:20:39	continue working with
0:20:40	engineering to make sure that happens
0:20:43	and then
0:20:44	modifying the maximum lot coverage per
0:20:47	dlcd guidance so what that means
0:20:51	is um that section um
0:20:54	having to do with lot coverage
0:20:58	so our current code requires that no
0:21:01	more than 40
0:21:02	of the lot be covered in dwelling or in
0:21:05	building
0:21:07	um this would potentially change it to
0:21:10	maybe 50
0:21:12	lot coverage so it's something to talk
0:21:15	about whether you want to change that or
0:21:17	not
0:21:18	and then another one is to talk about
0:21:21	whether you want to allow
0:21:22	two units if one is internal to the
0:21:25	structure
0:21:27	so um i'll need your guidance about that
0:21:32	and then the last one is
0:21:35	um if the dwelling
0:21:38	is the accessory dwelling is internal to
0:21:41	the structure there's no exterior
0:21:42	changes it's internal to the structure
0:21:47	is it possible to allow for a greater
0:21:50	square footage
0:21:51	so that somebody could potentially use
0:21:54	maybe a whole floor of their home
0:21:57	or a basement of their home as that
0:22:01	internal adu instead of
0:22:04	saying it's a max only for the internal
0:22:07	ones
0:22:07	instead of having a maximum of say 800
0:22:10	square feet
0:22:12	so i think that's all the things that
0:22:16	we really oops yeah
0:22:19	that's that's it for um
0:22:22	so so what i'd like from you folks is to
0:22:26	have a discussion about these different
0:22:28	items
0:22:29	and then i could write the code
0:22:32	amendments
0:22:33	and then either come back to you on
0:22:36	january 28th
0:22:38	so that you could look at them one more
0:22:40	time
0:22:42	or go ahead and package them
0:22:46	with the other three amendments that are
0:22:48	here tonight
0:22:51	in a dlcd notice in february
0:22:55	and then you would hear it in march
0:22:59	you would see the whole new code in
0:23:01	march
0:23:02	so it's either coming back to you with a
0:23:04	developed code
0:23:06	in in um january on your 28th meeting
0:23:11	based on your comments tonight and the
0:23:13	comments from the audience
0:23:15	if you allow that testimony um
0:23:19	and then coming back to you with that
0:23:22	i'd like to be able to provide a little
0:23:24	bit more context for the planning
0:23:26	commission in terms of where the
0:23:27	legislature is headed on a lot of these
0:23:29	things
0:23:31	one issue that the city of astoria is
0:23:34	not having to deal with
0:23:35	at this point in time is a provision
0:23:38	for cities over 10 000 people
0:23:41	in size we are at the cusp
0:23:45	however for cities over 10 000
0:23:49	people in size there are additional
0:23:52	requirements which the state legislature
0:23:55	has put on communities dealing with
0:23:59	housing development one of the things
0:24:01	that would be triggered if we went over
0:24:03	10
0:24:04	000 signs is if we would no longer be
0:24:06	able to have
0:24:07	single family residential solely
0:24:11	zoned districts we would have to allow
0:24:14	duplexes as permitted uses in those
0:24:18	zones
0:24:18	as well um and so
0:24:22	um so communities over 10 000
0:24:25	in size across the state of oregon right
0:24:28	now
0:24:28	are having to go through and update
0:24:31	their codes
0:24:33	to be able to allow that duplex use
0:24:37	in single family res currently single
0:24:40	family residential districts
0:24:42	we're not there yet that could be
0:24:44	something that could be a community
0:24:46	discussion for later on if the planning
0:24:48	commission or council wish to
0:24:50	to dialogue about that but i think you
0:24:52	can kind of see a trend in terms of
0:24:54	where the legislature is heading
0:24:56	in terms of being in requiring
0:25:00	local jurisdictions to have a higher
0:25:04	level of density
0:25:05	within their residential areas
0:25:08	great thank you
0:25:16	[Music]
0:25:19	okay are there any persons in the
0:25:22	audience that would like to speak
0:25:25	regarding
0:25:26	the edu's any of the topics that have
0:25:29	been brought up here
0:25:30	if so please step to the left state your
0:25:33	name
0:25:34	and give your address for the record and
0:25:36	then please limit your comments to three
0:25:38	minutes
0:25:39	do we have a timer this evening
0:25:42	sure okay thank you i'll be quick my
0:25:45	name is cheryl matson
0:25:46	um i'm a homeowner at 5450 old highway
0:25:49	30 out my time point
0:25:51	i have no neighbors i'm looking or i was
0:25:55	looking and still looking to put an
0:25:57	adu on my property but i picked up a
0:26:00	manufactured
0:26:01	home that um two years ago
0:26:04	i'm probably one of the ones that brett
0:26:06	talked about as i got excited when you
0:26:08	guys passed the law
0:26:09	that we could put on an adu on our
0:26:11	property so i went out and purchased a
0:26:13	manufactured home
0:26:15	450 square feet it comes from
0:26:18	mcminnville
0:26:19	and they can deliver it to my property
0:26:21	but it comes in on wheels
0:26:23	even though it will come in on wheels
0:26:25	and they'll place it
0:26:26	and it'll have a deck around it and will
0:26:28	be wrapped and will be permanent
0:26:29	on a platform they then considered it if
0:26:33	it wasn't a manufactured home it would
0:26:34	be a tiny home and tiny homes
0:26:36	couldn't come in on wheels so i'm kind
0:26:39	of in that
0:26:40	cusp of trying to get this law passed
0:26:43	where i could have
0:26:44	an accessory dwelling unit and
0:26:46	originally it was for my father-in-law
0:26:48	and it's now been two years and he has
0:26:50	since passed away
0:26:51	but i have 13 stairs in my home and as i
0:26:54	age up i'm hoping that this will
0:26:56	eventually be my little mother-in-law
0:26:58	suite
0:26:59	so it's kind of like cheryl she shed but
0:27:02	only
0:27:02	i needed to be a little bit of an income
0:27:04	property until
0:27:06	i get to that point but it has a little
0:27:09	kitchenette in it it has a bedroom on
0:27:11	one end
0:27:12	and it comes fully set up i can have it
0:27:17	the same as my siding
0:27:20	i got bigger windows i got upgraded it
0:27:23	has the hud
0:27:24	housing um i just need a seal of
0:27:27	approval for
0:27:28	from you guys is what i'm waiting for
0:27:30	right now
0:27:33	thank you that's my same i want this
0:27:36	to see that
0:27:42	and then it'll show this bird
0:27:48	anybody else like to address us
0:27:49	regarding edu's this evening
0:27:51	just saying to you just abuse jesus
0:27:56	right yeah that's what i was wondering
0:28:00	on housing in general yes okay thank you
0:28:03	sorry kevin thank you chair
0:28:09	uh so good evening kevin leahy 1759
0:28:12	fifth street australia
0:28:14	um i'm here representing cedar i'm a
0:28:16	director of cedar in the classic
0:28:18	community college small business
0:28:19	development center
0:28:20	and i have brought copies for the
0:28:22	commission members this even if you've
0:28:23	not seen it
0:28:24	of the housing study results from the
0:28:27	employer standpoint about the feedback
0:28:29	that we've been given from our employers
0:28:30	here at hudson county
0:28:32	our cedar board meeting in september we
0:28:35	addressed housing as the single topic
0:28:37	uh city manager sits on the on the cedar
0:28:40	board
0:28:41	and we have representatives from each of
0:28:43	the cities the county the private sector
0:28:44	is part of that
0:28:45	uh what i have tonight is we've uh
0:28:48	addressed the fact that we need to
0:28:49	continue to be the voice of the business
0:28:51	community
0:28:52	in our organization and i have here i'll
0:28:54	pass it out to each of you
0:28:56	i have this uh delivered to the city
0:28:58	counselors
0:29:00	thank you chris again this is just a
0:29:03	recap
0:29:04	of uh not just a recap this is this is a
0:29:06	recap from 19
0:29:08	key employers here in classic county
0:29:11	about the uh
0:29:12	what the lack of affordable and
0:29:14	workforce
0:29:15	and marketplace housing has meant for
0:29:17	their business i just want to draw
0:29:18	attention to a couple
0:29:20	of the employers here this is an
0:29:23	alphabetical order
0:29:24	and i have for example clement memorial
0:29:26	hospital uh zach schmidt
0:29:28	serves on our board has the housing
0:29:30	shortage impacted your business
0:29:32	yes affordable housing has prevented
0:29:34	qualified caregivers from being able to
0:29:36	retain or get a job at cmh
0:29:38	many of our employees struggle with
0:29:39	finding affordable housing due to lack
0:29:41	of inventory
0:29:42	just sky high rent what are the top five
0:29:44	on the stomach going to be everything
0:29:45	line by line
0:29:46	what are the top two recommendations uh
0:29:49	refrain from legislation or
0:29:50	economic factors driving high housing
0:29:52	costs identify low-cost
0:29:54	strategies to fund and enable affordable
0:29:56	housing happily welcome and take serious
0:29:59	feedback from community members
0:30:01	also draw attention here to england
0:30:02	marine supply from kurt england
0:30:04	again i'm talking quickly i don't want
0:30:06	to take up too much of your time
0:30:08	here so has it impacted your business uh
0:30:11	yes our fish processing customers are
0:30:13	having a hard time
0:30:14	filling their employment needs of what
0:30:16	some is due to lack of affordable
0:30:17	housing
0:30:18	recommendations reduce the regulatory
0:30:20	cost of housing projects
0:30:22	speed up the speed up the permit process
0:30:24	be more liberal in allowing housing
0:30:26	projects on available lands
0:30:28	all these things i know that that that
0:30:30	you are aware of and well aware of and
0:30:32	i've said that
0:30:32	we just stand ready to assist uh city of
0:30:35	australia
0:30:36	the other cities in plaza county to any
0:30:39	kind of
0:30:39	collaboration and conversations we can
0:30:41	have to assist our business community
0:30:43	i'm also being the sbdc director
0:30:45	we serve almost 200 clients a year and
0:30:47	the number one
0:30:48	issue facing our small large businesses
0:30:50	is housing
0:30:52	and workforce and we work very
0:30:54	diligently on both of those so
0:30:55	thank you for your for your time
0:30:58	thank you mr leahy
0:31:02	is there anyone else that would like to
0:31:04	address the client commission this
0:31:06	evening
0:31:07	regarding edu's or the proposed changes
0:31:14	hi there my name is
0:31:18	8th street i just wanted to register my
0:31:21	support for
0:31:22	the notion of adus specifically
0:31:26	as it pertains to tiny homes
0:31:30	and this is home to typically under 100
0:31:33	square feet
0:31:34	i'm a working professional such that it
0:31:38	is i
0:31:38	work for the department of human
0:31:40	services and my wife works for ohsu
0:31:42	in pediatric scheduling um
0:31:46	we can hardly afford housing as it is
0:31:49	we are currently renters and in fact my
0:31:52	wife had to take on a second job
0:31:55	at astoria co-op so unfortunately she
0:31:59	can't be here tonight
0:32:02	but um we're interested in creative
0:32:05	solutions
0:32:06	and
0:32:09	tiny homes can be built to meet a
0:32:11	historical
0:32:12	aesthetic as well as a safety aesthetic
0:32:15	and parking
0:32:16	or we're happy to be flexible um you
0:32:19	know
0:32:20	as a tiny home maybe all
0:32:24	we can look forward to as far as housing
0:32:26	security goes
0:32:27	so we're here to learn um i'm here to
0:32:29	learn she's here in the spirit
0:32:31	um what our options uh
0:32:34	you know we aim to live within our means
0:32:38	and a tiny home again is what we can
0:32:40	afford
0:32:41	so and we're making this request not
0:32:43	just for ourselves but for those who
0:32:44	maybe
0:32:45	can't make it here tonight due to
0:32:47	various circumstances folks in our
0:32:49	community that
0:32:50	also face housing and security thank you
0:32:53	for considering this
0:32:55	really important issue and i really
0:32:57	appreciate your time
0:33:00	thank you sheriff it's patrick can i
0:33:02	provide maybe a little context to the
0:33:03	whole tiny home issue
0:33:05	i'm sorry can i provide a little bit of
0:33:07	context to the tiny home issue as it
0:33:09	relates to accessory dwelling units
0:33:11	yes so when the code amendment
0:33:15	came forward in 2016 with regards to its
0:33:19	accessory dwelling units there was quite
0:33:21	a bit of discussion
0:33:22	and dialogue about should tiny homes be
0:33:26	allowed as accessory dwelling units
0:33:30	in the end it was determined that tiny
0:33:33	homes
0:33:34	would not be permitted as accessory
0:33:36	dwelling units in the city of astoria
0:33:39	and that's how our code currently reads
0:33:42	so that the issue being brought forward
0:33:45	would be considered a reconsideration of
0:33:48	what was discussed back in 2016.
0:33:53	thank you and and while we're on the
0:33:55	subject what
0:33:56	what does the city what is the square
0:33:58	footage
0:34:00	maximum that the city recognizes as a
0:34:02	tiny home
0:34:04	that is a that is a difficult question
0:34:06	um
0:34:07	in that um
0:34:10	over time the state of oregon has been
0:34:13	working to
0:34:14	develop um standards in terms of
0:34:18	what is or is not a tiny home
0:34:21	and between the state of oregon building
0:34:23	codes division and department of land
0:34:25	conservation and development
0:34:27	they've gotten further than they were in
0:34:29	2016 but there still is some
0:34:31	ambiguity as to what truly constitutes
0:34:35	a tiny home but really at the time what
0:34:38	the
0:34:39	what the um planning commission and city
0:34:41	council decided
0:34:42	is they were not
0:34:45	going to allow small residential units
0:34:49	on
0:34:50	chassis to be brought in as
0:34:53	an accessory drawing unit okay have they
0:34:56	given a range in all the spark footage
0:34:58	i don't know where we would have to
0:35:04	i think it really is a mechanics
0:35:08	of um how big
0:35:11	can you build a unit that can be
0:35:15	road legal so um
0:35:18	there are of course height width
0:35:21	and link standards um that would qualify
0:35:25	in terms of what is
0:35:26	mobile to be on a chassis
0:35:38	it was my it's my recollection that our
0:35:40	that in
0:35:41	2016 when we talked about this before
0:35:43	the primary concern wasn't necessarily
0:35:45	that it came in
0:35:46	on wheels because it was intended to be
0:35:49	put on a foundation or a slab
0:35:50	but it was the construction method used
0:35:53	because they were built to
0:35:55	rv standards as opposed to our building
0:35:57	code
0:35:58	and so i think that seems like it might
0:36:00	still be up in the air
0:36:01	in terms of something that arrives on
0:36:04	wheels
0:36:05	wouldn't meet our building code because
0:36:08	it's constructed
0:36:11	would that be the differently for a
0:36:12	manufactured home conversation that we
0:36:14	heard for earlier
0:36:15	some distinctions the definitions of
0:36:17	manufacturer tiny home and modular homes
0:36:22	um so i would like to try to shed some
0:36:26	light on this
0:36:27	so a tiny home can be stick built
0:36:31	it can come on a chassis
0:36:35	or it can be a modular home
0:36:38	so it can be any of those three
0:36:40	different types
0:36:42	of product typically a
0:36:45	modular home is built can be built to
0:36:48	either manufactured home standards
0:36:51	or stick built standards it depends
0:36:55	on the modular product
0:36:58	i know of one particular
0:37:02	modular home product here in oregon
0:37:05	that can be built either way and you
0:37:08	specify when you order it which way you
0:37:11	want it built
0:37:13	it comes on a flatbed in
0:37:16	one to however many pieces you decide to
0:37:19	get in terms of square footage
0:37:22	the minimum square footage that they
0:37:25	that this particular model
0:37:26	modular home product provides the
0:37:30	smallest one
0:37:30	is 400 square feet the
0:37:34	largest can be as big as your
0:37:36	imagination
0:37:39	the typical tiny home
0:37:42	is around 100 square feet to 400 square
0:37:45	feet
0:37:47	in the research that i've done a
0:37:49	manufactured home
0:37:51	can be any size as well it's just
0:37:54	built to not the building code standard
0:37:57	but the manufactured home standard
0:37:59	and then the tiny homes that are on a
0:38:02	chassis
0:38:03	typically are built to the rv standard
0:38:07	and so there are different standards for
0:38:10	building code
0:38:11	issues the city of cannon beach allows
0:38:15	modular homes that are built to
0:38:20	the stick built standard but they do not
0:38:23	allow
0:38:23	the other types of homes
0:38:27	and manufactured homes typically are
0:38:29	required to be allowed
0:38:33	in single-family
0:38:36	anywhere a single-family dwelling is
0:38:38	allowed but that doesn't mean that you
0:38:40	have to allow
0:38:42	a manufactured accessory dwelling unit
0:38:46	i hope that's clear
0:38:50	you have some choices
0:38:55	answer the questions great
0:38:59	anybody else like to address the
0:39:01	planning commission this evening
0:39:06	[Music]
0:39:09	i have a topic that's
0:39:12	kind of tangentially related to what
0:39:15	housing
0:39:16	housing issues isn't related to what we
0:39:18	do not discussing
0:39:20	then we can save that for uh thank you
0:39:25	can i just follow up with mine
0:39:35	cheryl matson the manufacturer versus
0:39:38	mobile versus tiny home issue
0:39:40	i think one of the things is is tiny
0:39:42	homes can be mobile
0:39:44	you can pull those down on a freeway
0:39:46	where a manufactured home for certain
0:39:48	mine will not be
0:39:49	towed it will be left there it will
0:39:51	become a permanent structure
0:39:53	the difference is it saves me having it
0:39:56	being built off-site
0:39:58	and being brought in versus a contractor
0:40:00	building it on-site
0:40:02	if i had a contractor building it
0:40:04	on-site it's going to cost me twice as
0:40:05	much
0:40:06	as a manufactured building and offside
0:40:09	and my understanding is is there is a
0:40:10	seal of approval that the city has
0:40:13	that once i get that from you guys we're
0:40:16	good to go
0:40:16	so it's just making sure that the wheel
0:40:19	differentiating
0:40:20	type deal is where the problem is coming
0:40:22	in that's my understanding
0:40:24	great thank you thank you for the
0:40:25	verification
0:40:30	okay so
0:40:35	so how would you like to go about going
0:40:39	through
0:40:39	some of these issues um
0:40:43	let's see
0:40:53	so oops
0:40:57	there we go the consider items here um
0:41:03	our networks aren't the right ones sorry
0:41:05	um
0:41:07	well yes the last one about workforce
0:41:09	housing
0:41:11	um so
0:41:14	you don't have any code before you
0:41:16	tonight
0:41:18	but um with regard to
0:41:21	single room occupancy type dwellings
0:41:24	within say a historic building
0:41:29	um is that something that you would be
0:41:33	willing to consider as a permitted use
0:41:37	maybe
0:41:37	in in the downtown
0:41:40	in c4 c3 um
0:41:45	maybe even r3 in a more intense
0:41:50	building so mr let me provide more
0:41:52	context to
0:41:53	the single room occupancy issue for many
0:41:56	years the norblad hotel
0:41:58	was a single room occupancy hotel
0:42:01	in our community meaning that there were
0:42:04	people that
0:42:04	lived there on a longer period of time
0:42:08	and had baths down the hall
0:42:11	and it was more of a residential hotel
0:42:15	over time the
0:42:20	norblad has transitioned more into hotel
0:42:23	rooms and
0:42:25	i know within the last
0:42:28	about a year ago there still were some
0:42:31	single room occupancy
0:42:32	units in the center of the building
0:42:34	where people resided
0:42:36	in that uh that building with a shared
0:42:38	kitchen
0:42:39	down the hall i don't know whether
0:42:42	those have been transitioned out or not
0:42:45	but i know that at least we
0:42:46	have had those within the downtown
0:42:50	um historically in our community
0:42:53	so really kind of the question is do you
0:42:55	wish to be able to move forward and
0:42:57	having code amendments
0:42:58	to better codify that use within
0:43:02	certain areas thank you
0:43:06	commissioners who would like to
0:43:10	start
0:43:15	thank you mr president uh
0:43:19	i would be interested if there's a large
0:43:23	demand
0:43:23	in terms of buildings that
0:43:27	would be suitable for such single room
0:43:31	occupancy
0:43:34	modes here an asteroid i have no idea
0:43:36	how many structures
0:43:37	that would appeal to or but definitely
0:43:40	in the in the denser
0:43:42	zoning i think it's something to think
0:43:45	about
0:43:47	[Music]
0:43:51	would you like me to comment on the list
0:43:53	of questions
0:43:55	for the the uh code amendments the
0:43:58	proposed code amendments i like
0:44:00	and and i would know for the planning
0:44:02	commission's record
0:44:03	the items ms ms pryor highlighted under
0:44:07	consider
0:44:08	those were really those are being she
0:44:11	was highlighting that to provide context
0:44:13	in terms of what was
0:44:14	in the housing study there's going to
0:44:17	have to be a
0:44:18	much another okay so you don't want us
0:44:22	saying we like this idea let's explore
0:44:23	that tonight yeah no in terms of the
0:44:25	in terms of the considerables that was
0:44:28	to provide context
0:44:30	that is going to be a whole other
0:44:32	discussion later on down the line
0:44:34	many of those items under the consider
0:44:37	bullets
0:44:39	were part of the planning commissions
0:44:42	and
0:44:42	city council's discussion the last time
0:44:45	that we dealt with accessory dwelling
0:44:48	units
0:44:49	and i will tell you that it truly
0:44:51	sidetracked it is
0:44:53	a wildly controversial issue within our
0:44:56	community
0:44:57	and what at least staff is going to do
0:45:00	is be able to get through some of these
0:45:01	other issues first
0:45:03	and then we'll come back some of the
0:45:04	issues dealing with
0:45:06	um density and some of those those
0:45:08	elements
0:45:10	so specifically are you talking about
0:45:11	the list of like eliminate the minimum
0:45:13	primary unit
0:45:15	area that list
0:45:20	county white housing strategies list
0:45:22	there is the one
0:45:24	um right now we're we're looking at the
0:45:26	needed
0:45:27	workforce housing for working people the
0:45:30	different types of
0:45:32	definitions of housing um the very last
0:45:36	two bullets is really
0:45:39	what i kind of want to focus on right
0:45:41	this
0:45:43	second and then we'll get to the other
0:45:46	adu questions we'll backtrack okay
0:45:49	if that's okay with you i'm sure uh so
0:45:52	yeah i'm interested in pursuing that
0:45:53	further
0:45:54	uh in the in the dense areas r3 and c
0:45:59	so
0:45:59	[Music]
0:46:02	commissioner price
0:46:05	[Music]
0:46:07	okay i have a number of questions uh the
0:46:10	first is
0:46:11	what sort of communication has there
0:46:12	been between the city and salem
0:46:14	about this about salem um
0:46:17	requiring all cities to meet these
0:46:20	standards that really are
0:46:21	more applicable to the high five
0:46:24	corridor i'll tell you at the league of
0:46:26	oregon cities conference
0:46:28	this last year there were a number of
0:46:30	communities that were
0:46:31	unhappy when this was presented
0:46:35	by a department of land conservation and
0:46:36	development representative
0:46:38	the department of land conservation and
0:46:40	development representative said
0:46:42	we are presenting what the elected
0:46:45	officials to the state of oregon
0:46:47	have approved was that story a part of
0:46:50	that conversation
0:46:52	um i will tell you that this was
0:46:55	a housing issue discussion
0:46:58	that uh came up and
0:47:01	morphed and went through in my opinion
0:47:06	pretty
0:47:07	i mean pretty quickly but um
0:47:11	it was um but
0:47:14	with a lot of the discussion it's not
0:47:16	relevant
0:47:17	to us as a community because we're not
0:47:19	one of ten thousand people
0:47:20	i'll tell you there are a lot of other
0:47:22	communities that are
0:47:24	and and i'll tell you the population
0:47:26	applicability range
0:47:27	actually came down during the
0:47:30	legislative session
0:47:31	do you can do you know whether our
0:47:33	representatives voted in favor of this
0:47:36	these bills i do not know the answer to
0:47:38	that okay so i will tell you that right
0:47:40	now
0:47:41	um staff is looking at um
0:47:44	we have a law that has been passed
0:47:47	and we're now moving it forward and
0:47:51	we have to do this or else what happens
0:47:53	is
0:47:54	um a state ordinance takes an effect
0:47:57	automatically and trumps our code
0:48:00	um regardless of what it says
0:48:03	i'm aware but one can do these things
0:48:04	under protest or not
0:48:06	and it's important to let the
0:48:08	legislators know you know what the local
0:48:10	communities feel
0:48:11	but what is co-housing
0:48:16	co-housing is an interesting concept
0:48:18	where um
0:48:21	it's it's like a um
0:48:24	like a compound if you will so maybe
0:48:27	four houses
0:48:28	of different sizes meeting different
0:48:31	needs
0:48:34	and typically there would be a an
0:48:37	older person living in one of the units
0:48:39	a younger person living in
0:48:41	another unit a family in another unit so
0:48:45	they're sized for different types of
0:48:47	people
0:48:48	and they're they're typically for um
0:48:51	people who are of a lower income because
0:48:55	you can get a better economy of scale by
0:48:58	living
0:48:59	in close proximity to one another and
0:49:02	sharing
0:49:03	um common elements so
0:49:06	would the would the astra hotel be
0:49:08	considered a co-housing
0:49:10	building no no so it has to be an actual
0:49:14	compound with
0:49:15	separate units typically it is yes
0:49:19	so co-housing and typically they they
0:49:21	own the land in common
0:49:24	and that the units themselves are
0:49:27	separate
0:49:28	so let me put a another kind of spin on
0:49:30	to it that was looked at locally
0:49:32	there were a number of senior
0:49:36	individuals in astoria um
0:49:39	i'm gonna say probably about eight ten
0:49:41	years ago who were looking at this
0:49:42	concept
0:49:44	to where
0:49:48	to where and to where they were looking
0:49:51	at purchasing property
0:49:54	where you could have a number of people
0:49:58	who are
0:50:02	senior citizens maybe retired
0:50:06	and they are able to continue to
0:50:09	age in place as a community and so that
0:50:13	they're there's not a caregiver but the
0:50:16	community itself
0:50:17	takes care of one another and there were
0:50:19	a group of
0:50:20	individuals in astoria who were looking
0:50:23	for
0:50:24	property to accomplish this
0:50:27	and that that's that would be considered
0:50:29	co-housing
0:50:30	okay um
0:50:34	barbara do you mention excuse me uh and
0:50:37	i didn't write down what it was there
0:50:38	was a 2002
0:50:40	date as a sort of a dividing line
0:50:42	between one thing and the other and
0:50:44	and i don't i can't remember what that
0:50:46	was or why that date was
0:50:48	picked yes um there are some
0:50:52	um
0:51:06	there we go so the
0:51:09	third and fourth bullet so one of them
0:51:13	is
0:51:13	january 1st 1990 in the institutional
0:51:16	zone
0:51:18	and the other one is 2002
0:51:22	in the a3 zone and that's because
0:51:25	um in those years
0:51:29	there was a change in the permissions
0:51:32	and any single family dwelling that
0:51:34	existed
0:51:35	prior to that date was allowed to
0:51:37	continue
0:51:39	but no new homes are allowed in those
0:51:41	zones
0:51:44	and so we want to be sure that if those
0:51:47	single-family dwellings those owners of
0:51:50	those single family blinds if they want
0:51:52	to
0:51:52	do an accessory dwelling unit that we
0:51:54	would permit that
0:51:56	okay do you know
0:51:59	how many adu permits have been taken out
0:52:03	since the
0:52:04	2004 adu amendment was passed or perhaps
0:52:07	more recently since we
0:52:10	made some changes a couple of years ago
0:52:13	um i don't have those figures off the
0:52:15	top of my head i can have them for you
0:52:17	at our next meeting
0:52:20	and um is there
0:52:23	any data anywhere supporting the fact a
0:52:26	do you use
0:52:26	as creating affordability within a
0:52:30	community
0:52:32	it is hit and miss in terms of
0:52:35	affordability because
0:52:36	it really depends on the location
0:52:40	the size of the accessory dwelling unit
0:52:44	and what the owner chooses to charge for
0:52:48	it
0:52:49	so um it's a free market so it depends
0:52:52	on
0:52:53	location really right
0:52:56	and and size seems like an important
0:52:59	thing for us to be considering as well
0:53:01	since since the big word here is
0:53:03	affordability but
0:53:06	none of the communities that i'm aware
0:53:08	of adus actually really do create
0:53:10	affordability because they are
0:53:12	expensive and and they're you know
0:53:14	they're quite
0:53:15	nice places to live um but
0:53:19	uh and and so my last question uh is
0:53:23	do you have do you see that any of this
0:53:25	is in um
0:53:27	what opposition to our comprehensive
0:53:29	plan
0:53:30	that as it exists now in terms of
0:53:32	livability and other sorts of things
0:53:34	that that
0:53:35	certainly on council a few land use
0:53:39	issues came in whereas maybe in the
0:53:42	development code things weren't quite
0:53:43	specific
0:53:45	one could certainly hang one's hat on on
0:53:47	the community
0:53:48	on the comprehensive plan and um
0:53:51	and without having done the sort of
0:53:53	research i think that would require i
0:53:55	haven't done it
0:53:56	hadn't had childhood chance um it seems
0:53:59	that there
0:53:59	might be some issues there if you've had
0:54:02	a chance to
0:54:03	to take a look at that i have and i've
0:54:05	looked into
0:54:06	specifically about density and um
0:54:10	while the density of um
0:54:15	a particular area
0:54:18	is defined in the comprehensive plan and
0:54:21	in the development code
0:54:23	adding an accessory dwelling unit while
0:54:27	we might think that it's changing the
0:54:29	density of that area
0:54:31	the department of land conservation and
0:54:33	development has said that
0:54:34	we cannot consider that as a change in
0:54:38	density
0:54:39	and so from a comprehensive plan
0:54:42	standpoint
0:54:43	yes it does make a difference but from a
0:54:47	state
0:54:47	mandate standpoint we can't consider it
0:54:52	thank you and thank you mr chairman for
0:54:54	allowing me for
0:54:55	uh these clarifications and just i mean
0:54:57	on i think if it's a specific issue that
0:55:00	we're looking
0:55:01	at right now is it sros in historic
0:55:04	buildings in
0:55:05	uh c3 c4 r3 um
0:55:08	i don't have a particular problem with
0:55:10	that
0:55:14	mr president can i ask a follow-up
0:55:16	question related to a question
0:55:18	commissioner price asked i would allow
0:55:19	that commission
0:55:21	thank you could you uh explain what the
0:55:25	difference between co-housing
0:55:27	and cottage housing would be because our
0:55:30	development code does have cottage
0:55:31	housing that would be i mean
0:55:34	is it the same thing or similar or how
0:55:36	would they differ
0:55:37	um typically co-housing there's a
0:55:40	relationship between
0:55:42	the people in
0:55:46	that development they they sign
0:55:48	agreements
0:55:49	or um they commit to caring for one
0:55:52	another
0:55:53	in some way shape or form um in
0:55:56	co-housing
0:55:57	in a cottage development it's um
0:56:02	each individual lot stands on its own
0:56:06	in a co-housing development so a cottage
0:56:08	wouldn't you wouldn't have four
0:56:09	structures on one
0:56:10	tax lot they would all have their own
0:56:11	tax lot right well
0:56:13	and and many times in co-housing
0:56:16	all of the units are owned in common
0:56:19	by an overarching
0:56:23	legal entity that
0:56:27	people then belong to or buy into
0:56:31	with a cottage development many times
0:56:35	those cottages are condominiums
0:56:38	essentially it's a very detached condom
0:56:40	right it's a detached condo where the
0:56:42	structure
0:56:43	is owned outright by
0:56:47	one individual and the grounds
0:56:49	themselves
0:56:50	are owned in common
0:56:54	by the association of owners
0:56:57	okay thanks and what is it that
0:57:00	prohibits
0:57:01	um co-housing now than our code i mean i
0:57:04	understand it's not explicitly
0:57:05	committed but we we typically don't
0:57:09	allow
0:57:10	for say four or more
0:57:14	dwelling units on a particular piece of
0:57:17	property unless it's in the r3
0:57:20	[Music]
0:57:21	so it's it's a different type of
0:57:25	concept because it's it's held in common
0:57:28	ownership
0:57:29	um and so um
0:57:33	it's it's a different animal so it's
0:57:36	just something that
0:57:38	you might want to think about it there
0:57:39	would be desire to have it in
0:57:41	a an area of lower density where we
0:57:43	wouldn't allow a four-plex normally
0:57:45	exactly correct a lot of times also we
0:57:48	are having to look at what the
0:57:50	definition of a family
0:57:51	is and a family
0:57:55	our definition allows for a certain
0:57:57	number of unrelated individuals
0:58:00	five to to be um
0:58:03	included in one family that's but
0:58:06	six unrelated people all of a sudden
0:58:09	does not become a family
0:58:10	and with a co-housing situation you may
0:58:13	have
0:58:13	more than six on one line
0:58:23	[Music]
0:58:26	yeah yeah um i'm also happy to um
0:58:29	i'm comfortable with the idea of having
0:58:30	um sros and
0:58:32	um um dormitories this group kind of
0:58:36	housing
0:58:37	especially the downtown area i think
0:58:38	that i've been in some of the normal
0:58:40	units and the kind of people that i know
0:58:43	that have
0:58:44	rented those units have been um people
0:58:46	that work in the service industry
0:58:48	they're really
0:58:48	there is a great location for that kind
0:58:50	of housing and
0:58:52	something with the norvlad standards um
0:58:54	um
0:58:55	yeah it was comfortable and it was a
0:58:56	positive effect and i think that
0:58:58	um yeah a lot of people really enjoy
0:59:00	that level of kind of communal living
0:59:02	not having too much responsibility um i
0:59:04	think it'd be a great fit for our
0:59:05	downtown
0:59:07	thank you mr cameron
0:59:11	uh i would agree that
0:59:14	opening up lots of creative solutions to
0:59:16	the range of housing challenges we have
0:59:18	is good and moving forward in that
0:59:19	direction thank you support
0:59:21	great thank you mr corker commissioner
0:59:24	womack
0:59:26	well i'm in agreement with everyone up
0:59:28	here i agree with the esro
0:59:30	uh in the downtown district can can i
0:59:33	ask staff
0:59:34	how many if that's been in the past
0:59:38	have you had a particular interest in
0:59:40	that that hasn't been allowed in the
0:59:42	past
0:59:42	that might have interest in the future
0:59:45	right now we have
0:59:46	um one entity that is looking at doing
0:59:50	an sro
0:59:52	and we have one entity that's looking at
0:59:54	doing a dorm
0:59:56	and then we have another entity that
0:59:59	would like to do
1:00:00	[Music]
1:00:02	to look at a bed and breakfast allowing
1:00:05	for
1:00:06	[Music]
1:00:09	women over 65 so
1:00:12	a retirement community if you will
1:00:16	for seniors so
1:00:20	and because it's a bed and breakfast
1:00:21	where the restrooms are not
1:00:24	they're held in common they're not in
1:00:26	each bedroom
1:00:28	they want to limit it to females so that
1:00:30	there isn't a
1:00:34	a gender issue so are these creative
1:00:37	solutions for existing
1:00:38	existing structures or were these
1:00:40	reduced structures
1:00:41	all of the ones that people have talked
1:00:43	about right now
1:00:45	are existing structures and i'm fully in
1:00:48	support
1:00:49	i'm looking forward to that
1:00:52	and i'm in agreement with my fellow
1:00:54	commissioners
1:00:56	i mean
1:01:02	sorry so one of the things i think that
1:01:06	mrs breyer was going to be asking
1:01:08	you know is she kind of broke it down
1:01:10	really kind of focusing on the sro
1:01:12	question and some of the commissioners
1:01:14	went forward and
1:01:15	started talking about some of the other
1:01:16	creative issues like she mentioned
1:01:18	dealing with
1:01:19	dormitory types can we extrapolate that
1:01:23	and say that the commission is willing
1:01:25	to
1:01:26	at least look and consider all of those
1:01:29	various
1:01:30	housing types as ms fryer
1:01:33	had mentioned um because
1:01:36	some of you focus just on the as it was
1:01:38	asked on the sro issue but some of you
1:01:40	expanded further
1:01:42	and that was actually going to be a
1:01:43	follow-up question and if we can just
1:01:45	get
1:01:45	confirmation that was the case then
1:01:47	maybe that could
1:01:48	help move things along i've seen
1:01:51	everyone not there as except for
1:01:52	commissioner price so
1:01:54	um so again just clarifying we're
1:01:55	talking about c3 c4
1:01:57	maybe r3 or yes r3
1:02:01	r3 would be one that we'll be looking at
1:02:02	as well and
1:02:04	dormitory again this is uh well i mean
1:02:07	helping hands
1:02:08	is that cons that's not a dormitory no
1:02:11	it would be
1:02:12	really more uh intended for
1:02:16	if there was you know someone
1:02:20	who wanted to be able to provide a space
1:02:23	to be able to house individuals who are
1:02:27	working in the community
1:02:29	and provide it in a way that maybe there
1:02:32	is a communal kitchen area
1:02:35	where everyone dines together
1:02:38	they may have communal shower
1:02:42	and restroom facilities you know
1:02:46	been being devices without
1:02:49	[Music]
1:02:50	enhanced quarantine perhaps yes
1:02:54	so um
1:02:57	what the heck was it uh are these
1:02:59	outright uses or these
1:03:01	conditional uses um that would be part
1:03:03	of the discussion
1:03:04	what we're looking for is we could if
1:03:06	you're saying hey we want to look at
1:03:08	this more staff could come back and
1:03:11	provide
1:03:12	with provide the commission with some
1:03:14	recommendations and the
1:03:16	commission could say hey we like this is
1:03:18	permitted we like this is conditional
1:03:20	and move back and forth
1:03:21	we're just saying how far do you want to
1:03:23	go with with all this because we are
1:03:26	we are receiving inquiries and and
1:03:29	because we're receiving inquiries and
1:03:31	and it really is to address and deal
1:03:34	with
1:03:35	some of the housing crisis issues that
1:03:37	we're seeing in our community
1:03:39	um asking you how would you like us to
1:03:42	proceed
1:03:43	on trying to be able to provide clarity
1:03:46	have you heard from the downtown
1:03:47	association
1:03:48	uh has there been any communication with
1:03:50	them about this
1:03:52	at their last at their board meeting
1:03:55	last week
1:03:55	i informed the downtown association
1:03:58	board that this was going to be
1:04:00	um that these issues were going to be
1:04:02	discussed tonight
1:04:03	[Music]
1:04:05	um well just they do have one board
1:04:07	member in
1:04:08	here tonight they do which one
1:04:12	why don't we allow commissioner price to
1:04:13	finish and then okay
1:04:16	sros c3 c4
1:04:21	this is a big change for astoria
1:04:24	and so i do think that neighbors need to
1:04:28	be asked about these things
1:04:34	can i ask so maybe that makes them a
1:04:37	conditional use
1:04:40	how does this speak to micro housing
1:04:42	which i know is currently not allowed
1:04:44	in the city as well for a developer to
1:04:46	come in and potentially do
1:04:49	a project that would be in micro housing
1:04:51	we would have a community floor
1:04:53	community kitchen community area where
1:04:55	these small
1:04:56	micro units would be allowed is that
1:04:58	something we're going to be speaking to
1:05:00	as well or is that a
1:05:01	secondary conversation i would say that
1:05:04	that's very similar to an
1:05:05	sro so we can write it broadly enough so
1:05:09	that
1:05:09	[Music]
1:05:10	it it encompasses that if that's
1:05:13	something that
1:05:14	um you want to explore tonight
1:05:17	um we're open to all kinds of
1:05:21	options and
1:05:24	we really were looking at these three
1:05:28	types of housing because we do have
1:05:31	people who are interested in them
1:05:34	but we do want to be comprehensive
1:05:36	enough so that
1:05:38	if we do have somebody coming in in the
1:05:40	near future that we can accommodate that
1:05:44	sheriff it's patrick can i go back to
1:05:45	commissioner price's question about
1:05:48	uh conditional versus permitted use on
1:05:50	some of these uses
1:05:51	so i'll tell you that those have been
1:05:53	some of the dialogues that even staff
1:05:55	has had
1:05:55	i mean not even having made a decision
1:05:58	yet but
1:05:59	one of the things we've already looked
1:06:00	at is um is it also um
1:06:04	a possible thing if they are permitted
1:06:06	that there are
1:06:07	development standards which are
1:06:09	specified up front
1:06:11	by the uh by the code
1:06:15	which says if it's permitted here are
1:06:17	some things that
1:06:18	must be accomplished so it sets an
1:06:21	expectation right from
1:06:22	the beginning so that's another idea
1:06:25	that's been
1:06:26	toyed around with with the staff um
1:06:30	we don't have a recommendation yet but i
1:06:32	think it's something that we would be
1:06:34	we would like to be able to bring to you
1:06:37	um
1:06:38	in the future if you're willing to
1:06:40	consider this
1:06:41	to be able to look at the various
1:06:43	scenarios that are used in different
1:06:45	communities
1:06:47	thank you thank you commissioner
1:06:50	a couple questions um
1:06:53	again it's important for all the reasons
1:06:55	uh articulated early for the need for
1:06:57	different kinds and
1:06:58	solutions like describe i'm getting a
1:07:00	little hung up though um
1:07:02	with the expectations so i think i'll
1:07:03	circle back to expectations and the
1:07:05	distinction of construction type between
1:07:07	tiny homes and
1:07:11	the wheeled modular home are we
1:07:14	is that still part of this conversation
1:07:16	not at this point
1:07:17	we're kind of focused on the whole issue
1:07:19	of i'm going to call it a classification
1:07:21	of
1:07:22	group housing which could include sros
1:07:26	um could include dormitories could
1:07:30	include
1:07:30	some of these facilities like that's
1:07:33	really kind of what we're gonna talk
1:07:34	about
1:07:35	then i like how the last conversation
1:07:37	ended about having set expectations
1:07:39	allowing having it permissible
1:07:41	with requirements and standards that
1:07:42	would be commensurate with other living
1:07:45	dwellings nearby and other appropriate
1:07:47	considerations
1:07:47	[Music]
1:07:50	any other comments or questions for
1:07:51	staff before we take a recess
1:07:55	all right well we will
1:07:58	i'm sure
1:08:02	commissioner fitzpatrick can we say that
1:08:03	um we have
1:08:05	i think we have some good direction on
1:08:07	this issue and then
1:08:08	ms fryer can then focus on more of the
1:08:11	accessory dwelling unit issues
1:08:13	after your recess great thank you
1:08:16	it's 7 38 we are going to recess we will
1:08:20	be back
1:08:20	at 7 43.
1:08:24	[Music]
1:08:32	we are back in sessions
1:08:40	and for the record it is 7 44 p.m
1:08:43	next up
1:08:50	thank you so on your screen um
1:08:53	there is the additional considerations
1:08:56	for the accessory dwelling units
1:08:59	above and beyond what was included in
1:09:02	your packet
1:09:03	so the first one is eliminating
1:09:06	potentially eliminating
1:09:08	the minimum size of the primary swelling
1:09:10	unit
1:09:11	in the packet i did eliminate the
1:09:14	minimum size but then i thought maybe
1:09:16	you
1:09:16	might not want that eliminated so
1:09:20	it is not mandated it is recommended
1:09:24	to eliminate the minimum size of the
1:09:26	primary dwelling unit so that you can
1:09:29	um allow an accessory dwelling unit
1:09:33	for any any single family dwelling
1:09:44	do you folks have a feeling about it
1:09:49	a preference
1:09:57	all right commissioners do we have
1:10:00	any thoughts or comments on this
1:10:03	doesn't appear that anyone feels
1:10:05	strongly one way or the other oh
1:10:07	yeah i was waiting for permission to
1:10:08	speak but yes i certainly do
1:10:11	um i would like to see the elimination
1:10:14	of the minimum size of the primary unit
1:10:16	as long
1:10:17	as the any accessory unit
1:10:20	is tied either limited in size or tied
1:10:24	to the primary unit size one way or
1:10:27	another
1:10:27	so you couldn't build a 2 300 square
1:10:30	foot
1:10:31	adu for a 400 square foot primary unit
1:10:34	that makes sense so the sizes are bad so
1:10:37	as long as we eliminate
1:10:39	if we eliminate the primary size then
1:10:42	just make sure any
1:10:43	accessory you know detached accessory
1:10:45	unit
1:10:46	is some percentage of the primary unit
1:10:50	as long as we keep that in that i'm fine
1:10:52	okay and we'll get to those percentages
1:10:54	later on
1:10:55	right and minimum or maximum size
1:11:00	great we'll talk about that in a minute
1:11:04	any other thoughts on that issue
1:11:08	that's not here so okay how about um
1:11:11	detached
1:11:12	adus um do you like the dlcd
1:11:16	definition that's in the model code
1:11:20	on page um
1:11:24	sorry
1:11:29	page 5 of the model code
1:11:36	so it talks about
1:11:39	the variety of housing types are
1:11:43	not housing types but um attached
1:11:45	detached and
1:11:47	um
1:11:49	[Music]
1:11:51	the model code the dlcd model code it's
1:11:54	the
1:11:55	one with the picture on the front yes
1:12:00	maybe six then sorry
1:12:06	so on page six it talks about um
1:12:10	definitions for um what is an accessory
1:12:14	dwelling
1:12:15	we can either go with something like
1:12:16	that or we can modify what we have
1:12:20	where it talks about creation of a unit
1:12:25	um right now it's it talks about
1:12:30	a variety of um that you can only have
1:12:33	an internal unit or a
1:12:37	um i think i believe that it's
1:12:41	it's the detached unit has
1:12:44	additional requirements to it right now
1:12:47	but in the future we couldn't do that
1:12:51	i'm sorry so are you asking us if we
1:12:53	want to uh have one unit or two units
1:12:56	no no no the definition definition
1:12:59	yeah sorry
1:13:09	i'm fine with that definition
1:13:15	i like it
1:13:18	the next item is information
1:13:22	on manufactured modular
1:13:26	prefabricated shipping containers
1:13:30	etc type of housing
1:13:33	we can talk about minimum size
1:13:37	maybe as 100 square feet
1:13:40	200 square feet whatever your pleasure
1:13:43	might be
1:13:44	maximum size would be based on
1:13:47	the percentage that we talk about later
1:13:50	um
1:13:51	but in terms of do you want to allow a
1:13:55	manufactured home
1:13:56	[Music]
1:13:58	of a minimum size of say 200 square feet
1:14:00	100 square feet
1:14:02	400 square feet
1:14:06	what do you think might fit with the
1:14:08	character of
1:14:10	neighborhoods
1:14:13	same with modular modular can be the
1:14:16	manufactured code
1:14:17	or stick built code prefabricated can be
1:14:21	the same way
1:14:23	shipping containers they're doing some
1:14:26	amazing things with shipping containers
1:14:28	now
1:14:28	if it's not in a historic district could
1:14:30	it be
1:14:31	allowed in astoria is that something
1:14:34	that you folks
1:14:36	feel you're ready for
1:14:39	or is that something that is not going
1:14:43	to fly here
1:14:44	so just kind of getting the feel for
1:14:47	what type of
1:14:51	manufactured modular prefab
1:14:54	you might be willing to look at
1:15:00	your work thank you having already
1:15:03	formed strong opinions on all these i'd
1:15:05	be happy to go
1:15:06	uh i would support
1:15:11	manufactured modular prefabricated
1:15:14	i'm uncomfortable with rv standards so
1:15:18	arriving putting an rv
1:15:21	standard home i'm still uncomfortable
1:15:25	with that
1:15:25	but i'm certainly willing to have more
1:15:28	conversations about that but
1:15:29	stick built manufacturer modular
1:15:32	are fine with me i don't have any
1:15:36	concerns about minimum size if you want
1:15:38	to live in an 80 square foot
1:15:40	modular home good luck but that's fine
1:15:43	um it would be very tiny but
1:15:47	i don't i'm not concerned about minimum
1:15:48	size i'm
1:15:50	concerned about maximum size as it
1:15:53	relates to the primary unit as i already
1:15:54	stated
1:15:58	commissioner why
1:15:59	[Music]
1:16:02	80 square feet's pretty small
1:16:03	[Music]
1:16:04	commissioner
1:16:07	so uh i agree with the limitations in
1:16:10	size
1:16:11	i'm not sure what we should what we
1:16:13	should be considering for size
1:16:15	limitations meaning size small large or
1:16:18	what the consideration would be for
1:16:19	design
1:16:21	of putting these i do agree with having
1:16:24	the standards of stick build
1:16:26	design versus rv standards simply
1:16:30	otherwise from the longevity of whatever
1:16:33	these homes are going to be but what
1:16:36	what is the
1:16:39	what's the impetus of the size and
1:16:40	square footage
1:16:43	for for putting that into the code
1:16:46	um well you heard some testimony tonight
1:16:50	of someone who is interested in a 100
1:16:53	square foot dwelling
1:16:55	you heard someone who has a 400 square
1:16:58	foot
1:16:59	manufactured home that they'd like to
1:17:00	use them as an accessory
1:17:02	[Music]
1:17:03	so we don't currently have a minimum
1:17:07	size
1:17:09	we just don't allow
1:17:11	[Music]
1:17:13	the part models here in astoria so
1:17:17	and we don't allow the manufactured home
1:17:20	as an accessory drawing unit so
1:17:22	it's it's do you want to allow the
1:17:26	manufactured modular prefab
1:17:29	sounds like you do some of you do um
1:17:33	and then it's just a matter of do you
1:17:35	want it
1:17:36	do you want a minimum size at all so
1:17:40	canon beach requires at least 1 000
1:17:42	square feet
1:17:44	for the the um
1:17:48	any of those types of homes um i'm not
1:17:51	saying that that's what you might want
1:17:52	to have
1:17:53	but do you want to consider a minimum
1:17:56	size
1:17:57	so let me ask i mean and provide a
1:17:59	little more context one of the issues
1:18:01	that came up
1:18:02	with the application of
1:18:06	using a park model manufactured home
1:18:10	as an accessory dwelling unit is we have
1:18:12	a prohibition of manufactured homes
1:18:15	under i believe it's a thousand square
1:18:16	feet already for
1:18:18	and that was the intent on a single
1:18:20	family lot so when
1:18:22	so when those provisions were put into
1:18:25	place
1:18:27	the as ms fryer said earlier
1:18:31	the city by state law has to
1:18:34	allow manufactured homes on
1:18:37	single-family
1:18:38	lots but the state said you
1:18:41	cities you can establish design
1:18:44	guidelines
1:18:47	um i wasn't here when those were put
1:18:49	into place that really became
1:18:51	an issue probably before i even
1:18:54	i became a planner in the state of
1:18:57	oregon
1:18:58	but one of the things that communities
1:19:01	were trying to get away from
1:19:03	was the older
1:19:07	concept of what a manufactured home was
1:19:10	which is a skinny long
1:19:12	narrow box so for instance we require
1:19:16	all manufactured homes in the city on
1:19:18	individual lots to be double lined
1:19:20	so that they look more like a
1:19:25	stiff-built home they have more of the
1:19:27	form
1:19:28	of a stick-built home what we would need
1:19:31	to do
1:19:32	is if the planning commission wanted to
1:19:34	allow
1:19:36	for things like manufactured homes for
1:19:37	your accessory drill units
1:19:39	we'd have to put some exceptions in the
1:19:41	code which would allow
1:19:43	smaller manufacturer home
1:19:46	part models to be used as adus but maybe
1:19:50	not
1:19:50	on a single family line by themselves
1:19:52	can you tell us what a park model is
1:19:54	part model is a is a
1:19:58	i'm going to that's a smaller kind of
1:19:59	square
1:20:01	query like what was what was what was
1:20:04	shown
1:20:05	um where it has a different
1:20:08	form than the the older
1:20:11	um long narrow manufacturing home
1:20:15	as far as construction are the permitted
1:20:18	forms the double wides for example
1:20:20	to the stick built design standard no so
1:20:23	so manufactured home is so manufactured
1:20:26	homes
1:20:28	are a state of oregon
1:20:32	approved housing type
1:20:36	and if someone buys a manufactured home
1:20:41	it is going to be constructed and
1:20:43	inspected at the plant
1:20:46	where it is built and it is going to
1:20:48	have a label
1:20:49	with a state of oregon certificate on it
1:20:52	and so our building official
1:20:54	is going to be looking at does that
1:20:56	manufactured home have its
1:20:58	state certification on the side of it
1:21:01	and if so
1:21:03	our building official does no inspection
1:21:06	of the interior of the unit they look at
1:21:10	you know how it's put together but
1:21:13	um a manufactured home can come in
1:21:16	a part model form it can come in a
1:21:19	single light form it can come in a
1:21:21	triple wide it can come in a quadruple
1:21:24	i mean there are so many different
1:21:26	building forms
1:21:27	they can do it but they're all built to
1:21:30	a different
1:21:31	state of oregon legal standard
1:21:34	so there's no way to require a stick
1:21:35	built standard of a manufacturing home
1:21:37	in the city
1:21:38	no a manufactured home is a housing type
1:21:42	and and we do we do have to permit
1:21:44	manufactured homes by state law
1:21:47	in single-family residential zones would
1:21:50	it be possible to have
1:21:51	all uh adus go through the design review
1:21:53	committee
1:21:54	for appropriateness to various design
1:21:57	considerations and guidelines
1:22:01	so the department of land conservation
1:22:08	the department of land conservation and
1:22:10	development said that you can
1:22:12	include design standards um
1:22:15	so you can have clear and objective
1:22:16	standards you could potentially
1:22:18	require design review in certain
1:22:22	circumstances um say
1:22:25	you um
1:22:28	have a historic district and you
1:22:31	or a historic home adjacent to this
1:22:33	particular
1:22:35	proposed accessory dwelling unit it
1:22:37	could go through historic design review
1:22:39	historic landmarks commission
1:22:41	in terms of design review commission
1:22:46	i think that the dlcd would rather have
1:22:50	clear and objective standards that could
1:22:52	be done on a staff
1:22:54	level so that it's more permitted
1:22:58	than having to go through a hearing
1:23:01	because since the we can't address the
1:23:03	stick build versus not
1:23:04	it comes down to an aesthetics only sort
1:23:06	of consideration i guess and so that's
1:23:08	why i brought that up
1:23:09	well you you can you you can deal with
1:23:12	the stick built or not by not
1:23:14	allowing manufactured homes i mean
1:23:16	that's what's in place now
1:23:18	but i thought i heard you say that we
1:23:20	have to you you have to
1:23:22	on the state of oregon
1:23:25	says that for
1:23:28	single family residences we cannot
1:23:32	we can't say no to a manufactured home
1:23:36	construction
1:23:37	the state of oregon has not said
1:23:41	we have to allow manufactured homes as
1:23:44	excess redux units
1:23:46	i see thank you for that clarification
1:23:47	[Music]
1:23:52	thank you um
1:23:57	well actually i'm about to go visit a
1:23:59	friend in palm springs who lives in a
1:24:01	manufactured home mobile home park but
1:24:03	you would never know at that
1:24:04	they're all they all look beautiful and
1:24:06	they're very different they all have
1:24:07	different facades so they can be made
1:24:09	quite nice but so
1:24:12	i don't really have a problem with
1:24:14	manufacturing homes i certainly don't
1:24:16	have a problem with
1:24:17	modular homes i'd like to have them
1:24:18	myself the ones that are built to stick
1:24:20	built
1:24:21	um tiny homes i think that's a different
1:24:25	situation on the minimum
1:24:28	so so i would like that you said we can
1:24:31	have
1:24:32	different standards for historic
1:24:34	neighborhoods and districts
1:24:35	than not um i
1:24:38	[Music]
1:24:40	go along the fence about the minimum
1:24:42	size i would tend to say
1:24:44	yes like 150 square feet
1:24:47	[Music]
1:24:49	because but certainly not much bigger
1:24:53	because there is an equity problem with
1:24:55	this whole issue
1:24:56	in that there are many many people who
1:24:58	cannot
1:25:00	who don't have room to put an adu on who
1:25:02	might like to have the added income
1:25:04	don't have a dry enough or high enough
1:25:06	basement just can't do it
1:25:08	so you sort of leave it to people who
1:25:11	live
1:25:11	in neighborhoods who have much bigger
1:25:13	yards and
1:25:14	bigger basements and all of that and so
1:25:17	like
1:25:18	to include some equity in there
1:25:20	somewhere
1:25:21	so i would like there to be a difference
1:25:23	between historic neighborhoods and
1:25:24	non-historic neighborhoods
1:25:27	and otherwise i'm
1:25:30	pretty much okay with most of it
1:25:34	commissioner perfect shipping containers
1:25:37	was is sort of the out of the norm
1:25:39	might that that trigger again a design
1:25:42	review for something is
1:25:43	unusual although it'd be interesting to
1:25:45	banish it big containers in the
1:25:47	industrial area um so as far as should
1:25:50	be containers being a unique thing could
1:25:52	they
1:25:52	trigger a design review we could talk to
1:25:55	the lcd to see if we could
1:25:57	require that i i imagine that it would
1:26:00	be allowed because it is such a unique
1:26:02	product the
1:26:06	modular prefab and manufactured are a
1:26:09	different type
1:26:10	product the shipping container requires
1:26:13	a lot more
1:26:17	design and
1:26:20	structural consideration to create that
1:26:23	unit
1:26:24	so i can see how we could we can make
1:26:27	the argument with dlcd
1:26:29	and i'd be willing to do that if that's
1:26:31	for you of all the options that could go
1:26:32	wrong it seems like they should be
1:26:34	container one might be one of them
1:26:36	um earlier in your presentation you
1:26:39	asked a question about
1:26:40	a number of adus like per single family
1:26:43	house and so someone could have an av
1:26:45	within their current
1:26:47	structure but then there's the option of
1:26:49	could they also add an external
1:26:51	structure for a second adu on that
1:26:53	property
1:26:55	correct i did ask that correct and that
1:26:57	seems like too much i guess
1:26:59	maybe um our housing issue is a concern
1:27:02	maybe that would be the next phase to
1:27:04	look at something
1:27:06	that with that much intensity with
1:27:08	consideration to neighbors just in the
1:27:10	number of cars and whatnot that that
1:27:11	would do
1:27:14	that's awesome thank you commissioner
1:27:17	corporate commissioner cameron
1:27:19	um yeah i think it looks like we're
1:27:21	pretty much in agreement about these
1:27:22	types of homes my only
1:27:24	yeah kind of automatic consideration
1:27:26	with manufactured homes is
1:27:28	is aesthetic and it seems like there's
1:27:30	enough variety in what they produce
1:27:32	now and that we can um i'm confident
1:27:34	that we can come up with some design
1:27:35	standards that make them
1:27:36	you know look right for our town um
1:27:40	and and yeah i'm i'm glad that we i'm
1:27:43	glad that it seems
1:27:44	feasible to to create a way to make
1:27:47	shipping containers possible but not as
1:27:49	kind of automatic and as easy to do as
1:27:51	the rest of them
1:27:51	i think also it's it can be a really
1:27:53	interesting idea might look really great
1:27:55	in certain parts of our town but is
1:27:57	is you know kind of really another step
1:27:59	beyond the other kind of structures that
1:28:00	we're talking about
1:28:05	and yeah and i don't have any concerns
1:28:06	about minimum
1:28:09	about minimum sizes i think that like
1:28:10	the minimum size that someone considers
1:28:12	may be willing to live in is is going to
1:28:15	be
1:28:16	it's going to be fine
1:28:22	thank you commissioner cameron
1:28:26	i have a follow-up um
1:28:29	[Music]
1:28:30	i don't think design review is necessary
1:28:32	for adus
1:28:34	except for historic properties or where
1:28:37	historic landmarks would
1:28:38	already have they would already have
1:28:39	jurisdiction over a building constructed
1:28:42	and
1:28:43	for a neighborhood that doesn't have
1:28:45	design review
1:28:47	i don't think it's necessary would you
1:28:50	have a design review for an adu for a
1:28:51	house that doesn't have a design review
1:28:53	that seems silly so um just for
1:28:57	and wouldn't uh structure built
1:29:01	on a historic property already be
1:29:03	subject to historic landmarks right
1:29:06	yes or within so we should be covered by
1:29:09	titan
1:29:11	that's correct however for
1:29:14	shipping containers i heard that you'd
1:29:17	like to
1:29:18	if you if you permit them at all we
1:29:19	would like to consider
1:29:22	only if you could go through some design
1:29:24	process is that correct
1:29:26	i wasn't interested in shipping
1:29:27	containers so you don't want chipping
1:29:29	containers at all
1:29:35	i'm also not specifically keen on
1:29:38	shipping containers at this point i do
1:29:41	have a question
1:29:42	um from the design standpoint just for
1:29:45	clarification so
1:29:46	if i wanted to put a shed in my backyard
1:29:50	400 square feet i could go get a modular
1:29:53	four foot 400 square foot
1:29:55	shed from home depot stick it in my
1:29:57	backyard okay
1:29:58	and do that i understand there's no
1:30:00	specific design because i'm not living
1:30:01	in it
1:30:02	correct so i'm just trying to speak to
1:30:03	the aesthetics that's incorrect
1:30:05	is it so i can't do that also their
1:30:08	temporary structure i'm saying
1:30:09	um there's no such thing as temporary
1:30:11	structure under archive
1:30:13	so so so if they're
1:30:16	if they're if it's just if your property
1:30:18	is historic
1:30:20	and you go to home depot you still have
1:30:24	to go to historic landmarks commission
1:30:25	to get design review approval
1:30:28	there is a provision that um
1:30:31	i can't remember what the building code
1:30:33	exemption is it used to be a hundred or
1:30:35	a hundred fifty square 200 square feet
1:30:37	yeah okay that um you can
1:30:42	get a structure under if it's 200 square
1:30:46	feet
1:30:46	according to oregon building code
1:30:49	and put it on your property without a
1:30:53	building permit however
1:30:56	you must also at the same time be
1:30:58	building setbacks
1:30:59	lot coverage requirements and all other
1:31:01	zoning provisions
1:31:03	of the code so many times people do go
1:31:06	and they're like oh i don't need a
1:31:07	building permit they go buy a 150 square
1:31:09	foot
1:31:10	tough shed they put it right on their
1:31:13	property line
1:31:14	their neighbors calling and complaining
1:31:16	to the city
1:31:17	we go out and tell them you need to have
1:31:20	a 20-foot setback on this side and a
1:31:21	five-foot set back here and by the way
1:31:24	you have too much light coverage you
1:31:25	need to get a variance
1:31:27	um and and they're like but i didn't
1:31:29	need a building permit
1:31:30	however you still have to comply with
1:31:33	zoning ranks
1:31:34	right and the square footage
1:31:37	of the lot coverage is the same
1:31:39	consideration
1:31:41	from from those types of from the adu
1:31:43	standpoint
1:31:44	if or is that another conversation we're
1:31:46	going to be having we're going to have
1:31:47	that conversation in a few
1:31:49	items so can i just clear a person
1:31:54	thank you can i just clarify that that
1:31:56	the state now has our
1:31:59	city greater regulations for a tough
1:32:01	shed than it does for an edu
1:32:04	that's what we're basically looking at
1:32:06	no no
1:32:07	i mean no it's it's saying that
1:32:11	um well if it is a
1:32:14	structure over 200 square feet it
1:32:18	requires a building permit
1:32:20	the state of oregon building code
1:32:22	division which sets
1:32:23	building permits as any of those you
1:32:26	know
1:32:27	modular you know tough building
1:32:30	you know doesn't require permit
1:32:34	but there is the whole thing of
1:32:37	um the
1:32:41	tiny homes which are on chassis have to
1:32:43	be built to an
1:32:44	rv standard because they have to be road
1:32:46	ready so odot
1:32:48	comes into play and department of
1:32:50	transportation and all of those things
1:32:53	and just one more thing on the shipping
1:32:55	containers i'm actually
1:32:57	fascinated by what people are doing with
1:32:59	them and
1:33:01	i think they go with the gritty part of
1:33:03	astoria
1:33:04	but the problem with them is that even
1:33:07	tiny homes and
1:33:08	manufactured homes they are all built to
1:33:10	certain codes
1:33:12	that for livability so for a shipping
1:33:15	container
1:33:16	we would have to write code for that so
1:33:18	that they have proper means of
1:33:20	egress and windows and all that kind of
1:33:22	stuff
1:33:23	if we wanted to allow because you can't
1:33:25	just put a shipping container in your
1:33:26	backyard and call it good right
1:33:28	correct correct okay thank you
1:33:32	and i would i would also say
1:33:34	commissioner
1:33:36	price you know that part of the
1:33:38	difference in
1:33:39	a tough shed is its use is for storing
1:33:42	garden equipment or stuff like that
1:33:46	building code whenever there's anyone
1:33:48	residing in a structure
1:33:50	building code you know comes into play
1:33:53	as well sure
1:33:54	thank you commissioner corporate
1:33:56	additional comment your reference to 200
1:33:58	square feet treating a building permit
1:34:00	i mean that might be a number then that
1:34:02	for adu size
1:34:04	might be useful so if you're going to
1:34:05	have anything would have to trigger a
1:34:07	building permit it was 150 square feet
1:34:09	would that somehow be under the radar
1:34:11	no because it's going to be lived in
1:34:13	okay very good sort of like you just
1:34:14	said as far as
1:34:15	actual residency the other thing
1:34:17	following up on design review for adus
1:34:20	not in historic areas
1:34:21	i think that is not arguing too strongly
1:34:24	but i think the distinction is
1:34:26	when you're building another building on
1:34:28	a parcel with the primary structure on
1:34:30	it
1:34:30	my hope would be that the new building
1:34:32	would be somehow
1:34:35	symbiotic with that existing structure
1:34:38	and so
1:34:38	not put like a neo-colonial structure
1:34:41	next to
1:34:42	some kind of something else i guess that
1:34:44	would be the concern
1:34:46	you need to use in environment have you
1:34:48	ever driven through alderbook
1:34:50	[Music]
1:34:52	and so i guess trying to keep with the
1:34:54	code spirit the code to make that be
1:34:56	better
1:34:57	so anyway uh i guess i'll talking to say
1:34:59	that yeah we are we already have design
1:35:01	standards for hlc i think because you
1:35:04	want to talk i mean
1:35:05	what outside of hlc what is permissible
1:35:08	by dlc
1:35:10	within the city and i'm saying um
1:35:11	appropriate to the existing structure
1:35:14	and and we can write some design
1:35:18	standards that you can see at your next
1:35:21	meeting
1:35:22	and you can kind of get a feeling
1:35:25	of whether you like them or not and
1:35:28	we can make them administrative or we
1:35:30	can make them
1:35:31	well i think that the majority of them
1:35:34	would have to be administrative
1:35:36	but we can talk about that at your next
1:35:38	meeting if you'd like me to come back
1:35:40	with some
1:35:41	design guidelines as well i would like
1:35:44	that i would feel more comfortable with
1:35:46	some
1:35:47	guidelines or standards for design
1:35:49	guidelines for standards for
1:35:50	manufacturing homes regardless of
1:35:53	where they're being placed and
1:35:56	i'm not comfortable with shipping
1:35:58	containers at this point
1:36:00	i liked the way that you phrased that
1:36:04	and i would also comment for those in
1:36:07	the audience who
1:36:08	may have heard certain questions asked
1:36:11	more than once it's
1:36:15	i've been in the housing industry for
1:36:17	almost 40 years
1:36:18	and these are things that for 30
1:36:21	something years
1:36:22	we tried to get approved and the states
1:36:25	and local entities were adamantly
1:36:28	against
1:36:29	and made it clear that those sorts of
1:36:31	things would never happen
1:36:32	[Music]
1:36:34	and now we're here again i'm trying to
1:36:36	wrap my head around the fact that the
1:36:38	state
1:36:38	is telling us that we have to allow
1:36:40	something that they have
1:36:42	throughout my career and before said
1:36:45	absolutely not ever so
1:36:48	we're trying to get used to some of the
1:36:50	ideas that are being put upon us here
1:36:54	okay so the next item is um
1:36:57	we currently prohibit homestay lodging
1:37:00	in adu's
1:37:01	do you want to continue that i see
1:37:03	general knowledge yes
1:37:04	so yes okay um
1:37:09	what about do you would you like me to
1:37:11	continue to explore
1:37:12	the idea of um not triggering
1:37:16	additional transportation requirements
1:37:19	for
1:37:20	um an adu as that appears to be
1:37:23	a mandate i think we should okay
1:37:27	and that means parking no that means um
1:37:31	like if if you are the
1:37:34	the way the code is written now any
1:37:37	dwelling unit
1:37:39	above a certain number would trigger a
1:37:42	wider
1:37:43	half street improvement um
1:37:47	one of the things in talking with
1:37:49	engineering is they would like to say
1:37:52	um that
1:37:55	they would like to continue to have um
1:37:59	some oversight but not not
1:38:02	the trigger for a half street
1:38:04	improvement but maybe a
1:38:06	car car park parking space
1:38:10	where the street width
1:38:13	is not wide enough for
1:38:16	on-street parking and safe travel
1:38:20	so they would like the safety issue to
1:38:22	continue
1:38:23	and so i would continue to work with
1:38:26	engineering so that we could write
1:38:28	something that allows them to still
1:38:31	provide
1:38:32	that safety component but not to
1:38:36	trigger a full half street improvement
1:38:38	or a full
1:38:39	street improvement when you hit when you
1:38:42	add an
1:38:43	accessory dwelling unit does that make
1:38:46	sense
1:38:48	so that's a yes too okay how about
1:38:51	um maximum lot coverage
1:38:55	that's one that um
1:38:58	i heard a little bit about that you want
1:39:00	to really discuss this
1:39:01	um our current requirement is 40
1:39:05	maximum lot coverage
1:39:06	[Music]
1:39:08	do you want to change that the
1:39:13	[Music]
1:39:17	isn't it different for r133 it is it is
1:39:21	but in general i'm going to say 40
1:39:24	okay for r3 i believe it is
1:39:29	um do we want to look at changing
1:39:33	that percentage when somebody builds an
1:39:36	adu
1:39:39	i i would be interested in seeing
1:39:42	maybe a graphic of how that would okay
1:39:45	on a 50 by 100 lot
1:39:50	i can do that for your next meeting
1:39:57	yes but not necessarily for
1:40:01	everything that somebody might want to
1:40:03	do in their
1:40:04	property but just to accommodate an aeu
1:40:08	is that extinction available to the
1:40:10	staff when that comes up
1:40:11	sorry does that distinction in that
1:40:13	being determined
1:40:14	um the distinction between the adu
1:40:17	versus some other kind of expansion of a
1:40:19	house on property
1:40:21	yes because we can make it specific to
1:40:23	adus
1:40:26	[Music]
1:40:29	there are two more to be considered one
1:40:31	is
1:40:32	do you want to allow two units
1:40:36	on a single family and i think you
1:40:39	talked about that a little bit but i
1:40:40	just want to make sure that i heard you
1:40:42	correctly that you do not want to allow
1:40:44	two units if one is internal
1:40:47	that you don't want to allow it detached
1:40:49	if one is internal
1:40:50	correct i would like to stay with
1:40:53	one and see how how that works before we
1:40:58	consider allowing 280 great
1:41:04	am i the only one who wouldn't object to
1:41:05	that
1:41:07	is that a house that has an internal adu
1:41:09	is no different than that same house if
1:41:11	it wasn't a
1:41:12	internal adu and we would allow a
1:41:15	detached adu
1:41:16	on that same structure so i'm fine if
1:41:20	if there's room for a detached adu i say
1:41:22	go ahead and build it
1:41:23	and even if there's one inside too
1:41:25	that's great
1:41:26	and my sense is although they can't
1:41:28	limit parking that identification does
1:41:30	increase more
1:41:43	i think that we i very strongly feel
1:41:46	that we need to see
1:41:47	how the single adu
1:41:50	works over a period of time before we
1:41:54	start allowing more units there
1:41:57	okay and then the last one is
1:42:00	modifying the floor area for an
1:42:03	internal adu so
1:42:08	current requirements are that you can
1:42:11	allow
1:42:12	an 800 square foot up to an 800 square
1:42:15	foot adu
1:42:17	or i believe it's 60 percent
1:42:20	of your primary dwelling um
1:42:26	whichever is less so
1:42:30	do you want to allow a greater
1:42:33	amount if it's internal so that if
1:42:36	somebody wants to convert their entire
1:42:39	basement or their top floor or one of
1:42:42	their floors
1:42:43	into an accessory dwelling unit it
1:42:45	doesn't change
1:42:47	it's only for the internal abu it's not
1:42:50	for
1:42:50	an addition or a detached
1:42:54	adu do you want to consider that
1:42:58	the percentage i'm sorry what's the
1:43:01	current percentage 800 square feet or
1:43:03	so or i believe it's it's 60
1:43:07	so what could create an internal av 60
1:43:10	size
1:43:10	building it's whatever is less whatever
1:43:13	is less so
1:43:14	if you had a big house 800 square feet
1:43:16	is the current limit and you're asking
1:43:18	uh you might consider bumping that up
1:43:20	i'm right interested in that i can
1:43:21	see that being useful
1:43:25	i would support getting rid of the
1:43:26	whatever is less 60
1:43:28	seems like a good size i don't know
1:43:30	everybody else feels about that
1:43:39	as well
1:43:40	[Music]
1:43:46	okay do you have any other thoughts on
1:43:49	accessory drawing units that we didn't
1:43:52	cover
1:43:52	it appears that commissioner price does
1:43:55	sorry i just have about
1:43:56	two quick questions one is i in
1:44:00	the quick research that i did i thought
1:44:02	that i saw that
1:44:04	the the state is prohibiting uh
1:44:08	the requirement that one either the adu
1:44:10	or the primary residence must be owner
1:44:12	occupied yes
1:44:13	no yes they're they're eliminating the
1:44:16	requirement that the
1:44:18	um accessory dwelling that either one be
1:44:21	on our occupied yes that's correct
1:44:22	how can we prohibit short-term rentals
1:44:25	in an adu
1:44:27	we could include that in the short-term
1:44:29	rental
1:44:31	legislation that an accessory dwelling
1:44:34	unit may not be converted to
1:44:36	a short-term rental and then okay and
1:44:39	then just complimentary to that
1:44:41	is um as i recall the
1:44:44	council discussion you know you could
1:44:47	have your house build adu you could live
1:44:49	in the adu and have the short-term
1:44:51	rental be your house
1:44:53	yes no yes i mean but the thing is we
1:44:55	can't require
1:44:56	i mean now someone could build an adu
1:44:59	and have both of those be rental units
1:45:01	under current state law i'm sure could
1:45:03	you repeat that under current state law
1:45:06	a building owner could build an
1:45:08	accessory dwelling unit
1:45:09	and rent out both the main house and the
1:45:12	accessory dwelling unit that's
1:45:14	mandated by state law now but utilities
1:45:17	have to be shared
1:45:18	but not for short term but not first
1:45:21	short term yeah i think that's fine that
1:45:23	takes care of our that's long-term
1:45:24	housing that's what we're concerned
1:45:25	about it doesn't have to be
1:45:26	owner-occupied
1:45:27	and one less and i will tell you that um
1:45:30	the city council did
1:45:32	grandfather there are some
1:45:36	detached um
1:45:39	units which are
1:45:42	home state lodging but those units were
1:45:44	grandfathered so we do
1:45:46	have some of those permitted in the city
1:45:48	because they were grandfathered before
1:45:50	anything was put in place okay and a do
1:45:53	you still have to be
1:45:54	in the back you can't put one in the
1:45:56	front yard
1:45:58	that would be one of the design
1:46:00	standards that i would recommend that
1:46:02	you
1:46:03	um that you consider
1:46:06	when you see the design standards when i
1:46:09	bring them back
1:46:10	and similarly no two front doors on a
1:46:12	house that only has one correct
1:46:18	i had one comment question
1:46:22	i also noticed that you could now rent
1:46:25	your house and your adu
1:46:26	and remember the requirement
1:46:30	that the utilities be that you have one
1:46:32	power meter
1:46:34	um would it make sense to remove that
1:46:36	requirement
1:46:36	[Music]
1:46:38	because a building owner might have two
1:46:41	separate tenants and
1:46:43	they would want their own power bill
1:46:46	one of the reasons why that's in place
1:46:48	right now
1:46:50	is to try to maintain the single family
1:46:52	character so that there aren't
1:46:54	additional meters and and um
1:46:57	electrical boxes um
1:47:00	and i would say if we did that then we
1:47:03	would require that
1:47:04	power be delivered underground to that
1:47:06	adu just so it
1:47:07	isn't obvious that there's another meter
1:47:09	there but having a meter on the side of
1:47:10	the house isn't going to be blatantly
1:47:12	obvious
1:47:13	[Music]
1:47:14	it was just a thought that i noticed and
1:47:17	wanted to comment on
1:47:23	other thoughts are common
1:47:27	[Music]
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1:47:33	great thank you so let's go on to
1:47:37	temporary warming shelter
1:47:40	[Music]
1:47:43	so the temporary warming
1:47:48	shelter includes um
1:47:51	changes to article one proposing a new
1:47:53	definition
1:47:55	and article two i
1:47:58	um was at a disadvantage because i
1:48:02	i was trying to read somebody else's
1:48:04	notes and so if i got this part
1:48:06	wrong please help me understand what is
1:48:10	correct
1:48:11	um in terms of permitted outright use
1:48:14	um in the notes it said aahc
1:48:18	c4 hr ls and s3
1:48:23	so i'm not sure if that's really what
1:48:26	you
1:48:27	intended but i'm i'm wondering
1:48:31	um and then a conditional use in c3
1:48:35	r2 and r3 zoning districts with a
1:48:39	maximum
1:48:39	of 15 people and ms frye i think it'd be
1:48:42	good for
1:48:43	those in the audience to let them know
1:48:45	that that this
1:48:46	is actually a code amendment that was
1:48:50	initiated by
1:48:51	the planning commission and this is work
1:48:54	what we're bringing forward is
1:48:57	refreshing the planning commission
1:48:58	on the work that they had completed at
1:49:01	an earlier work session
1:49:03	before the city council prioritized
1:49:05	other projects
1:49:06	um being the riverfront vision plan
1:49:09	implementation so this was put on the
1:49:11	back burner
1:49:12	so ms fryer is bringing this forward to
1:49:15	refresh the planning commission
1:49:16	and those in attendance where things
1:49:18	left off thank you
1:49:20	thank you so um it's
1:49:24	also noted that
1:49:27	because these other zones the third set
1:49:30	of zones
1:49:31	are not referenced in the
1:49:35	permission or the conditional use they
1:49:37	would be
1:49:38	prohibited or not permitted
1:49:41	to have a
1:49:44	warming shelter in those zones so
1:49:48	what i want to show you on this slide
1:49:50	also is
1:49:51	the bluish color hopefully it comes out
1:49:55	okay the c4 the r2 r3 and r1
1:49:59	are where the places of worship are
1:50:02	located today
1:50:04	so um just so you know those are the
1:50:07	zoning districts where
1:50:10	places of worship and that's typically
1:50:12	where you see a warming shelter
1:50:15	or a public use
1:50:18	so just to give you perspective on where
1:50:21	they're located
1:50:23	um article 11 would add the new
1:50:26	conditional use standards
1:50:29	and those are on the next page
1:50:34	with a new section that has a purpose
1:50:37	the description the requirement to
1:50:40	operate a maximum of 90 days within a
1:50:43	12-month period
1:50:44	and only from 7 pm to 8 am
1:50:47	[Music]
1:50:48	and the maximum number of occupants
1:50:52	where it's not specified in the previous
1:50:55	slide
1:50:55	so it would be one person per 35 square
1:50:58	feet of room area
1:51:01	you wanted to have a good neighbor
1:51:02	agreement
1:51:04	for crime watch and garbage
1:51:08	collection and then you
1:51:11	also identified life safety issues
1:51:15	weapons you specified that you wanted
1:51:18	fire sprinklers
1:51:20	smoke alarms carbon monoxide alarms
1:51:23	exits
1:51:23	emergency evacuation plan you wanted to
1:51:27	have somebody available to have
1:51:29	to be able to watch for fires that might
1:51:31	be
1:51:33	ignited in the building you wanted to
1:51:36	have annual documentation
1:51:38	and notification to emergency facilities
1:51:43	it should be noted though that
1:51:47	by requiring the fire sprinklers
1:51:50	you would negate the ability of the
1:51:52	current warming center to continue
1:51:55	because they do not have fire sprinklers
1:52:00	so um that should be noted
1:52:04	good question i want to be able to
1:52:06	provide a little bit more
1:52:08	on that this is a kind of a question
1:52:10	that came up along the way
1:52:12	and that the current warming center is a
1:52:14	temporary use
1:52:16	they must come before this body each
1:52:18	year for a new temporary use permit
1:52:22	and um mrs fryer checked with
1:52:26	city attorney henning's guard and he
1:52:27	verified
1:52:29	that the codes that are
1:52:32	in place at the time
1:52:35	of applying for the temporary use
1:52:38	permanent application
1:52:39	would control so that's where mrs
1:52:43	is saying that if if these provisions as
1:52:45	presented right now are in place
1:52:47	um they would not be able to re-up for
1:52:49	next year
1:52:51	question on that but i also understand
1:52:55	that
1:52:56	the facility has been looked at by fire
1:52:57	personnel
1:52:59	and what was the result of that that's
1:53:01	correct so
1:53:02	every year we have an annual inspection
1:53:05	as part of the renewal
1:53:06	process and the
1:53:10	fire chief the police chief the building
1:53:14	official
1:53:14	and the city planner all meet together
1:53:17	and we walk through the facility prior
1:53:19	to the first
1:53:19	opening and the fire chief found
1:53:24	that the the smoke alarms the carbon
1:53:28	monoxide alarms the emergency exits
1:53:31	the fire extinguishers were all up to
1:53:35	date
1:53:36	they had an evacuation plan they had
1:53:39	somebody on
1:53:40	as a watch person and so he felt
1:53:43	comfortable
1:53:44	with the current um requirements
1:53:47	for the warming center so so in addition
1:53:51	to that
1:53:53	at one point in time temporary warming
1:53:55	shelters
1:53:57	um that did not meet state of oregon
1:54:01	building codes were not allowed
1:54:03	however the state fire marshal
1:54:07	state of oregon fire marshal issued
1:54:10	a technical memorandum
1:54:13	that says that
1:54:17	that outlined if certain provisions are
1:54:21	and if the amount of time does not
1:54:25	exceed a certain period of time
1:54:27	[Music]
1:54:28	a number of days used
1:54:32	if the building did not meet those
1:54:36	occupancy requirements for residential
1:54:39	use
1:54:42	it is not a change of occupancy
1:54:46	and so what the current what the warming
1:54:50	center is working under today
1:54:52	is the state of oregon fire marshal's
1:54:55	uh interpretation for
1:54:58	warming centers what the planning
1:55:01	commission has stated
1:55:03	that they wish to up the requirements
1:55:06	for fire and life safety above
1:55:09	the uh above the state fire marshal's
1:55:12	interpretation
1:55:16	commissioner price thank you why
1:55:19	is why the designation temporary we do
1:55:22	have other
1:55:23	um other businesses in town that are
1:55:26	open only you know
1:55:27	probably maybe not even 90 days out of
1:55:29	the years it turns out
1:55:31	they don't have to do this because
1:55:34	our zoning code has a very
1:55:38	unique use classification that neither
1:55:40	city attorney hitting's garden nor
1:55:42	i nor is fryer have seen but it is
1:55:45	unique to the city of astoria
1:55:48	and that is if there is
1:55:51	a use that does not
1:55:55	follow any of the other use
1:55:57	classifications within a zone
1:56:00	they can come to the planning commission
1:56:01	and ask for a temporary use permit
1:56:06	and that is what so the other temporary
1:56:08	uses we have
1:56:10	is right up the road from the warming
1:56:12	center
1:56:13	first presbyterian church has a
1:56:16	temporary use permit
1:56:17	approved for it for a music school
1:56:22	those are cases where there are there is
1:56:25	a commercial business
1:56:26	operating in first presbyterian church
1:56:29	as a temporary use and then you head
1:56:33	down 11th street
1:56:35	and first methodist houses the warming
1:56:38	center
1:56:39	as a temporary use um
1:56:42	could the warming could a warming
1:56:44	shelter could this warming shelter
1:56:47	become
1:56:48	a warming shelter not temporary well i
1:56:50	think that's what the intent of this
1:56:52	code was
1:56:53	as i understand it is that that wasn't
1:56:56	involved in the previous discussion yeah
1:56:57	is that the intent
1:57:00	of the work of the the planning
1:57:01	commission was to establish
1:57:03	some parameters to where there would no
1:57:06	longer be temporary uses
1:57:08	what does it cost every year for the
1:57:10	permit
1:57:11	for for the temporary warming shelter
1:57:15	300 yeah yeah yeah something like this
1:57:18	it's the same as like it's for a
1:57:20	conditional experiment thank you
1:57:25	can you explain to me where this fire
1:57:27	sprinklers where it's coming from
1:57:29	because i don't see it
1:57:30	in the in the code and i don't remember
1:57:34	i mean i authored the majority of this
1:57:36	document i don't remember ever requiring
1:57:39	sprinklers it was in one of the versions
1:57:42	that um i received when i came here
1:57:45	so um perhaps this is the version that
1:57:48	we have in our back it doesn't have
1:57:49	anything
1:57:50	to do with fire sprinklers so i'm just
1:57:52	wondering where
1:57:54	i i left it out and so um
1:57:57	the fire sprinklers is um something that
1:58:01	um was in a previous draft
1:58:05	that you used you perhaps reviewed
1:58:08	or it was in a note that was in the um
1:58:12	the file that firesprinkler should be
1:58:15	required
1:58:15	so that's where it came from
1:58:21	okay um yeah actually i went back
1:58:23	through history here and i did find
1:58:26	um the first the very first version of
1:58:28	this document
1:58:29	mentioned fire sprinklers but the
1:58:31	version i have that came
1:58:32	from our last planning commission
1:58:35	meeting did not
1:58:36	we had removed that um okay
1:58:39	so yeah so that i don't think that's a
1:58:43	concern
1:58:43	we need to worry about unless other
1:58:45	commissioners want to add it back in
1:58:50	commissioner corporate um
1:58:54	first of all is it a function of the
1:58:57	story's unique
1:58:58	land use planning situation that you
1:59:00	describe for these temporary uses that
1:59:02	we would even have a temporary warming
1:59:04	shelter in astoria
1:59:06	um no other jurisdictions
1:59:09	may have them written
1:59:12	as another type of use for instance
1:59:15	there has been
1:59:16	a temporary warning shelter in warrenton
1:59:19	so at different points in time and so it
1:59:22	depends on
1:59:23	i mean each jurisdiction can have their
1:59:27	their own approach and how they dealt
1:59:29	with very good well i mean i'd like to
1:59:30	see this be more permanent
1:59:32	and i think you know fire's always a
1:59:33	concern but given
1:59:35	not only the state fire marshal but
1:59:37	local concurrence with that
1:59:38	i would move forward with that not being
1:59:40	an issue for government
1:59:45	thank you may i ask commissioner moore
1:59:47	and perhaps staff as well
1:59:48	um how these hours of 7 pm to 8 am
1:59:52	uh came about given that it gets dark
1:59:55	around
1:59:56	4 o'clock here 4 30
1:59:59	in the months when the warming center is
2:00:01	a warming center is most
2:00:03	needed well i believe that ours came
2:00:06	from the operating procedures of the
2:00:10	asteroid warning center
2:00:12	okay but that doesn't need to be in code
2:00:15	those particular hours
2:00:16	if you could you could
2:00:19	you could choose to expand them or
2:00:22	contract them however you feel is
2:00:24	appropriate because what we're doing
2:00:27	we're revising code for
2:00:29	warming centers not the warning center
2:00:32	right and you're not the only one that
2:00:34	exists but
2:00:36	you're actually creating code because we
2:00:39	currently
2:00:40	part of the reason why this is in here
2:00:42	is
2:00:44	you're trying to create a situation
2:00:46	where it could be applied to other
2:00:49	other buildings and you're using one as
2:00:53	an example
2:00:54	of what has worked or what hasn't worked
2:00:58	and so i think that's the impetus for
2:01:01	applying it more globally
2:01:08	okay so the next section
2:01:11	should pop up a second there we go oh
2:01:14	it doesn't show up sorry um places of
2:01:17	worship by zoning district
2:01:19	this is to show you that the majority of
2:01:22	the
2:01:22	um zoning districts in which place of
2:01:26	worship
2:01:26	are located are in r3 there are
2:01:29	seven places of warship in r3
2:01:34	i believe there are five in r1
2:01:37	and uh two in r2
2:01:41	and um a few in the c3 zone
2:01:46	and then the next graphic
2:01:50	that'll pop up hopefully in a second
2:01:57	is the city and it shows
2:02:01	the dots are where various
2:02:05	churches are located or places of
2:02:07	warship are located
2:02:09	and the green is
2:02:12	r3 the really light
2:02:16	tan is r1 and the
2:02:19	yellow is r2 the
2:02:22	um reddish color are the commercial
2:02:26	zones
2:02:28	i believe
2:02:37	so the question with the the map and
2:02:40	the designation of r1 r2
2:02:43	r3 there's some outlying
2:02:47	zones that are commercial
2:02:50	[Music]
2:02:53	what zones do you want to re allow
2:02:56	this to be a conditional use and what
2:02:58	zones do you want it not to be permitted
2:03:00	in
2:03:01	the the slide at the very beginning
2:03:03	showed
2:03:04	that it would be permitted um
2:03:08	it's coming i think permitted outright
2:03:11	in ahc c4 hr
2:03:15	ls and s2 and a conditional use in c3
2:03:19	r2 and r3 um
2:03:24	i would recommend that there not be a
2:03:26	maximum of 15 people
2:03:28	but more regulated by the
2:03:32	square footage per person that is
2:03:34	allowed by that particular building
2:03:36	type the
2:03:40	current warming center um they have 35
2:03:44	people that they typically serve
2:03:47	and they segregate people by um
2:03:49	[Music]
2:03:50	by gender and um allow people to stay
2:03:54	overnight
2:03:55	so um
2:03:57	[Music]
2:03:59	in that space it is based on building
2:04:02	code
2:04:03	um allowance
2:04:06	[Music]
2:04:07	make so once sure i'm looking at the
2:04:10	latest version of this
2:04:12	that i have and
2:04:16	we i had
2:04:19	um add temporary warming shelter as
2:04:23	conditional use in zones
2:04:27	ahc c3 c4 hr
2:04:30	ls s2 r3 and r2
2:04:32	[Music]
2:04:34	so basically the permitted outright
2:04:36	zones that are listed on
2:04:38	the graphic and the conditional use
2:04:42	is that correct there weren't any
2:04:44	outright
2:04:45	uses right right but combining those two
2:04:48	zones
2:04:49	those two are those two um listings
2:04:53	of uses of zones
2:04:56	into a conditional use is that correct
2:04:59	or
2:05:00	do i have it i don't i don't have any
2:05:03	outright use
2:05:04	right right i understand that but if ah
2:05:08	hc c4 hr ls and s2
2:05:12	drop down to conditional use that would
2:05:14	be
2:05:15	what you're you're referring to is that
2:05:18	correct
2:05:20	yes okay
2:05:38	this program felt ready to take a recess
2:05:41	are we at a good stopping point sure
2:05:44	great we're for the record it's 8 42
2:05:48	we're gonna take a five minute recess
2:05:49	we'll be back at 8 47
2:05:52	7 p.m
2:06:00	yes so
2:06:03	so thank you um the next item
2:06:07	is the um
2:06:11	the conditional use standards themselves
2:06:14	and i think we talked about those and
2:06:16	that the fire sprinklers are not
2:06:18	something
2:06:18	that is in the current draft
2:06:22	are the rest of the items we talked
2:06:24	about 7 p.m to 8 am
2:06:26	that perhaps that shouldn't be in code
2:06:30	maximum number of occupants is that
2:06:32	something that you guys
2:06:34	want to maintain in the code or do you
2:06:37	want to
2:06:38	leave it to the building official to
2:06:40	determine what the occupancy
2:06:42	of the room should be
2:06:45	i prefer the ladder
2:06:49	so building official
2:06:55	i would say that was the capacity was
2:06:58	the
2:06:59	the instigator for these code amendments
2:07:03	so to just go with the fire marshals
2:07:07	um um
2:07:10	the fire mart the the fire marshal
2:07:13	advisory this
2:07:17	is really unnecessary so
2:07:20	[Music]
2:07:22	i mean what it boils down to was the
2:07:24	capacity was
2:07:25	the issue that would that this that
2:07:27	these code amendments were going to be
2:07:29	resolving or dealing with and so if
2:07:33	we aren't addressing the capacity in
2:07:35	these code amendments there's no
2:07:37	reason for the code amendments i think
2:07:39	there still is if we're creating a
2:07:41	permit they can just have once and not
2:07:42	have to renew
2:07:48	i guess um i would ask because i think
2:07:50	that there i think there's actually some
2:07:52	debate and discussion still be had as to
2:07:54	whether or not it does come back yearly
2:07:56	i think that there's some intention by
2:07:58	some folks
2:07:59	that the yearly permit provides some
2:08:02	oversight
2:08:03	and scrutiny in terms of how things
2:08:07	and are moving forward so
2:08:10	you know commissioner moore were you
2:08:12	saying that
2:08:13	because i think that you're saying that
2:08:14	there still would be
2:08:16	a temporary use component is that
2:08:19	correct that would
2:08:25	brought this up when when there was a
2:08:27	lot of neighborhood concern
2:08:30	three or four years ago i can't remember
2:08:32	was it four years ago or three years ago
2:08:34	anyway
2:08:35	yeah there was a lot of neighborhood
2:08:36	concern and the warming center had grown
2:08:39	to a number around 25
2:08:42	average use and so that's what
2:08:45	instigated these was
2:08:47	was twofold number one how how can we
2:08:51	implement the comprehensive plan's
2:08:55	desire to prevent incompatible uses in
2:08:57	our residential neighborhoods
2:09:03	and also provide an opportunity for
2:09:06	temporary warming shelters to find
2:09:09	and operate a permanent and consistent
2:09:12	location
2:09:13	and so the numbers came from
2:09:17	the data that we had at the time three
2:09:19	years ago
2:09:20	and it was a a
2:09:23	number at which it appeared became
2:09:26	difficult to operate in a residential
2:09:28	neighborhood
2:09:30	we've had multiple years since then and
2:09:32	i have never seen any kind of reporting
2:09:34	on whether or not
2:09:36	um you know how it is now i
2:09:39	i assume it's better it certainly could
2:09:41	have been a management problem three
2:09:42	years ago
2:09:43	or a clientele problem or a capacity
2:09:46	problem the only data we had was
2:09:47	capacity at the time
2:09:49	so i would be you know i would love to
2:09:51	hear how it's gone in the last couple of
2:09:53	years and see how that
2:09:55	affects our decision making or our
2:09:58	discussion on this
2:10:00	because maybe it's not specifically
2:10:02	capacity
2:10:03	and so if we have more data or
2:10:05	information on that that would be great
2:10:06	and we should hear it
2:10:09	if we don't then the capacity was
2:10:12	addressing
2:10:13	was that was the line between what
2:10:16	seemed to operate okay and what
2:10:18	seemed to impact the neighborhood
2:10:22	and so if we decided to not pursue these
2:10:24	code changes now
2:10:26	then what would then the result would be
2:10:29	that we would
2:10:30	any kind of further warming centers
2:10:31	would have the same standards
2:10:33	um that any that the previous one did
2:10:36	um and the existing one
2:10:40	would come back every year so so i'm
2:10:42	going to tell you from staff's
2:10:43	standpoint
2:10:44	i think that the temporary use process
2:10:46	was a
2:10:48	was a legal process for them to work
2:10:50	under
2:10:51	i think it's clunky um i'm sure you
2:10:54	think it's clunky
2:10:56	i think it's i think it's uh i think
2:10:58	that we can
2:11:00	do better by spelling out a
2:11:03	more definitive process for how these
2:11:06	things could
2:11:07	work and so i think that my this
2:11:10	exercise is a good
2:11:12	a good exercise to be able to put it in
2:11:15	code
2:11:17	because i'm going to tell you that
2:11:18	there's there's also other questions
2:11:20	that i don't
2:11:20	think that i think that maybe when
2:11:24	the commission was working on this they
2:11:26	were they were looking
2:11:27	at as commissioner moore said kind of
2:11:30	what was happening in the neighborhoods
2:11:32	but i would ask you what about day use
2:11:34	drop-in centers which are now being
2:11:36	discussed in the community
2:11:38	where are those going to be permitted um
2:11:42	how are those going to be dealt with
2:11:44	because i think we may have some other
2:11:47	types of similar uses which are on the
2:11:50	horizon
2:11:51	that it would be great to be able to
2:11:53	have some guidance
2:11:55	for those who are working to establish
2:11:58	those types of facilities
2:12:00	to know where the bar stands and how
2:12:04	staff should process them so it might
2:12:05	make sense to table this discussion
2:12:07	right now and fold it into a part of a
2:12:11	bigger discussion like what you're
2:12:12	suggesting about different kinds of
2:12:15	of businesses that supply services to
2:12:18	unsheltered populations
2:12:21	yeah i mean i think that i think that
2:12:22	there's i mean i think that there could
2:12:24	be
2:12:25	more discussion and there are actually
2:12:26	representatives in the audience tonight
2:12:29	who are uh a part of this this
2:12:33	discussion
2:12:34	and um you know i think they they
2:12:37	definitely attended because
2:12:39	this agenda item was was scheduled for
2:12:42	this work session so um
2:12:46	president fitzpatrick i i have been a
2:12:49	member of the homelessness solutions
2:12:51	task force that was appointed by
2:12:53	um former mayor lemire um two just about
2:12:56	exactly two years ago now
2:12:58	and uh police chief spaulding um
2:13:02	shares that along with now current mayor
2:13:04	bruce jones
2:13:06	and there's been a lot of work put into
2:13:08	this
2:13:09	task force and there's a good bit of
2:13:12	energy and astoria towards
2:13:14	providing additional services to meet
2:13:18	the challenges of the homelessness
2:13:21	population
2:13:22	and so i i think that your suggestion
2:13:26	commissioner cameron laddick of well
2:13:29	perhaps
2:13:30	adding on allowing the people who came
2:13:32	here tonight to speak but then
2:13:34	tabling this to uh perhaps another work
2:13:36	session in january so that we can have a
2:13:39	broader
2:13:39	conversation um is
2:13:42	is a good idea and one that i would
2:13:44	certainly favor
2:13:49	i i would be comfortable with that other
2:13:54	commissioners
2:13:56	okay
2:13:57	[Music]
2:14:08	okay so if you would like to speak this
2:14:10	evening
2:14:11	regarding this item and again it's what
2:14:13	we have
2:14:14	in our work session and not anything
2:14:18	unrelated to the work session tonight
2:14:20	please come step
2:14:21	forward to the left turns take your name
2:14:24	and address for the record
2:14:25	and please submit your comments to three
2:14:27	minutes
2:14:29	so rick bowers 357 commercial
2:14:33	here in astoria and i am on
2:14:36	the board of the warming center and um
2:14:40	speaking for myself and not for the
2:14:42	warming center though
2:14:44	i'm perfectly fine with continuing the
2:14:46	temporary use permit well there are
2:14:48	wider discussions because i mean it's
2:14:52	we kind of run through some some things
2:14:55	that we kind of know where the answer is
2:14:57	going to be you know is there another
2:14:58	place in town that's going to give us
2:15:00	free rent
2:15:00	you know it's probably going to be a no
2:15:02	that sort of thing
2:15:04	but it's a process that we can run
2:15:05	through and i'm i'm perfectly fine
2:15:08	continuing as as we are um
2:15:11	i do have specific things that i wrote
2:15:14	about where
2:15:15	the code last stood that that's in my
2:15:18	letter and i guess
2:15:19	i don't want to repeat all of that but
2:15:22	and maybe
2:15:23	it's more appropriate for me to talk
2:15:25	about it in a future thing but it's
2:15:26	around the
2:15:28	the 35 well the technical advisory and
2:15:30	how to
2:15:31	put that in the code or not in the code
2:15:34	and whatnot so
2:15:35	i'm happy to wait for another time to
2:15:36	talk about that if it's more appropriate
2:15:39	my bottom line is i'm fine waiting
2:15:43	great thank you mr powers anyone else
2:15:49	[Music]
2:15:53	cecilia davis 1354 miller link
2:15:56	i would add that at the last community
2:15:59	meeting which is part of the process for
2:16:01	the conditional use is my understanding
2:16:04	that no one showed up from their
2:16:07	community
2:16:08	and so i think that's an indication that
2:16:11	the
2:16:11	warming center has definitely worked
2:16:14	hard
2:16:15	successfully to improve the operation
2:16:18	i've been involved since inception so i
2:16:21	speak from
2:16:22	experience but anyhow we considered that
2:16:25	a really good sign
2:16:27	that no one showed up i think it's
2:16:30	important part of the process
2:16:32	to make sure that the community does
2:16:35	have
2:16:35	input so would you continue that
2:16:39	thank you ms davis can i say one more
2:16:42	quickly
2:16:44	please state your name and address for
2:16:46	the record
2:16:47	i hope you've got a bill rick bowers
2:16:50	thank you
2:16:51	rick powers 357 commercial i did want to
2:16:54	say that
2:16:55	um commissioner moore one of the
2:16:58	reasons that the original proposed this
2:17:00	is he thought it might be difficult for
2:17:02	us to get grants because we don't have
2:17:04	her not location and there is one
2:17:07	granted organization that has turned us
2:17:09	down twice and one of the reasons
2:17:11	is we don't have a permanent location so
2:17:13	i
2:17:14	would appreciate the code so that we
2:17:16	could get
2:17:17	a permanent if that's a word conditional
2:17:20	use
2:17:20	great thank you mr maverick
2:17:24	anyone else
2:17:28	uh roger hayes of 632 florence avenue
2:17:32	um i was kind of debating whether my
2:17:34	topic would have relevance but i think
2:17:35	it does in that
2:17:36	what part of what's been discussed here
2:17:38	is that there is overflow
2:17:41	into the warming center from folks who
2:17:44	may not
2:17:44	um meet criteria for helping hands for
2:17:48	example
2:17:49	so my experiences i worked in community
2:17:52	my health for 16 years i worked as an
2:17:54	alcohol and good and over the past year
2:17:56	and a half i've interviewed folks on the
2:17:58	street over 100 people
2:18:00	and it's kind of interesting to kind of
2:18:01	look at some of the information that's
2:18:05	consistent and i feel like it's
2:18:06	information that i'm holding i'm kind of
2:18:08	share
2:18:09	i'm holding myself i'm not sharing so i
2:18:10	feel like there's certain things
2:18:12	that may be relevant to this
2:18:13	conversation and
2:18:15	um there's just two points that i have
2:18:17	one is that
2:18:18	i would like to make a case for wet
2:18:20	housing
2:18:22	housing which the participants are
2:18:24	allowed to consume alcohol
2:18:26	there's one model that's used in harvard
2:18:29	i'm sorry could you
2:18:30	start that over again and also speak a
2:18:32	little louder yeah i would like to make
2:18:34	a case for wet recovery housing
2:18:36	and also um since i have some
2:18:39	misinformation i feel like that
2:18:40	there's even like a double standard in
2:18:42	terms of how some of these
2:18:44	individuals are received by the
2:18:46	treatment community
2:18:47	i know that the treatment community
2:18:49	tends to be very black and white it
2:18:50	tends to be an all or nothing type of
2:18:54	approach to recovery there are the
2:18:56	models that follow
2:18:57	for example like a harm reduction model
2:19:01	and from
2:19:04	from one of the manuals themselves for
2:19:06	uh recovery it says that
2:19:07	hard reduction is defined as a
2:19:08	prevention strategy that addresses the
2:19:10	difficulty of getting people
2:19:12	in recovery by focusing on techniques to
2:19:14	minimize the personal
2:19:16	uh social problems associated with drug
2:19:17	use rather than making absence
2:19:20	the goal so the other inventions you can
2:19:21	use that way reduce
2:19:23	the amount of substance use that
2:19:26	individuals are
2:19:27	currently engaged in but it's
2:19:28	interesting to me that i've heard so
2:19:30	many people that
2:19:31	in particular one thing gets to me is
2:19:33	that a number of women
2:19:34	are on the street because they choose to
2:19:36	use cannabis or alcohol
2:19:38	and the thing that they continually say
2:19:39	to me is that
2:19:41	you can go home you can have a drink you
2:19:42	can go to dispensary you can buy wheat
2:19:44	you can smoke people
2:19:45	eat in your home you have a cocktail but
2:19:48	i can't do that
2:19:49	and so there tends to be this kind of
2:19:50	like blind spot to a double standard
2:19:54	that
2:19:55	you know any of us here can do that but
2:19:57	if one of these people
2:19:58	want to do that they can't go into
2:20:00	housing and so part of that part of
2:20:02	that's that overflow you're seeing like
2:20:03	look like rick in the warming center so
2:20:06	just it's a consistent thing i'll ask
2:20:07	people what do you need or what do you
2:20:09	want and that would be the answer
2:20:10	and for the longest time i just crushed
2:20:12	it off because like what do you mean why
2:20:14	don't you just go
2:20:15	do your thing so
2:20:18	i think it's significant the more it's
2:20:20	settled into my mind the more it means
2:20:22	more over time
2:20:26	so that's almost
2:20:29	might be helpful if you were willing to
2:20:31	also put some of that writing to us
2:20:34	okay what form i'm sorry
2:20:37	uh what form would you like that in if
2:20:39	you could write a letter
2:20:41	outlining what you've discussed with us
2:20:43	or your thoughts that you'd like to
2:20:44	share with us
2:20:46	give them to the city planner you can
2:20:48	drop them at the front desk or
2:20:50	email to to plan a prior pair
2:20:54	i'd be very interested in seeing that
2:20:56	especially before our next work session
2:20:58	thank you i'll do that yeah make a
2:21:01	comment
2:21:01	on that as well please do mr
2:21:03	commissioner i would just state that the
2:21:05	the
2:21:06	temporary warming shelter code
2:21:07	amendments that we have in front of us
2:21:09	don't prescribe any operating procedure
2:21:11	necessarily for a center so
2:21:13	what we're discussing tonight a
2:21:15	center-right doors could potentially
2:21:17	operate
2:21:17	as long as it meets the minimal
2:21:19	guidelines of this conditional use so
2:21:21	we're not saying
2:21:22	you have to use this method or that
2:21:24	method or not allow
2:21:26	consumption of alcohol or whatever as
2:21:28	long as you're
2:21:29	following the prescriptions that we're
2:21:31	providing then you would get the
2:21:33	conditional use and everything else
2:21:34	would be
2:21:35	whatever whatever laws would apply to it
2:21:39	this is almost more of a behavioral
2:21:40	health contracting type of
2:21:42	issue okay we're talking about these
2:21:45	particular code amendments tonight so
2:21:47	as the president said share those
2:21:50	with a planner and maybe get weaved into
2:21:53	a larger discussion we're hoping to have
2:21:55	i'll do that thank you
2:21:59	anyone else
2:22:03	my name is danielle paul i live at 16
2:22:06	15 55 6th street and
2:22:10	i just wanted to underscore a portion of
2:22:12	mr bauer's letter
2:22:14	um regarding the volunteer demand
2:22:18	and if the capacity of warming centers
2:22:20	is decreased to 15 which i understand is
2:22:23	a table
2:22:23	discussion for later but just to be in
2:22:25	your bonnet
2:22:28	our current shelter operates
2:22:31	with one staff member and one volunteer
2:22:35	for seven ships throughout the night of
2:22:37	three hours apiece there are warming
2:22:39	centers in other towns that require
2:22:41	their volunteers to stay longer
2:22:43	which like limits the volunteer pool
2:22:46	because it has to be people who have an
2:22:47	entire free night a week or something
2:22:49	like that
2:22:50	so our demand on volunteers is very low
2:22:54	and yet we still have trouble finding
2:22:56	the volunteers
2:22:58	because of i don't know a lack of
2:23:00	community education
2:23:01	or a community willingness to help i
2:23:04	don't know but i think
2:23:06	that if we reduce maximum capacity of
2:23:08	warming centers we will find that
2:23:10	within six months like in warrenton or
2:23:12	whatever they will be forced to shut
2:23:13	down because of the lack of
2:23:16	volunteers which i can say feels
2:23:19	terrible as a volunteer
2:23:20	to feel like you are the person that put
2:23:22	someone out on the street because you
2:23:24	had to get up at work um for work at 5
2:23:28	a.m
2:23:28	so like because you couldn't volunteer
2:23:30	the warming center shut
2:23:32	and so i feel that if we increased the
2:23:35	capacity of
2:23:36	one warming center to serve more
2:23:38	residents we would reduce the number of
2:23:40	volunteers required
2:23:42	to help out you know if we did make it a
2:23:45	permanent shelter and could get grants
2:23:47	for different things
2:23:48	although grants don't often cover like
2:23:50	staff costs
2:23:52	that's another issue um but basically
2:23:56	i think that we can serve more people
2:23:58	with fewer volunteers by consolidating
2:24:02	like one warming center and focusing our
2:24:04	efforts on that
2:24:06	thank you thank you mr president clarify
2:24:10	one more thing i vaguely remember the
2:24:14	the 15 that
2:24:15	the code amendments that we have in
2:24:16	front of us in r3 which would be where
2:24:18	the aspiring warming center
2:24:20	is located um these particular code
2:24:24	amendments would
2:24:24	limit that at 25 and in r2 it would be
2:24:28	limited to 15.
2:24:29	and then in other zones um a
2:24:33	shelter could be operated as long as
2:24:35	they weren't housing more than 10
2:24:37	so that wouldn't even go through it
2:24:38	wouldn't even be part of this
2:24:40	but so i i'm not sure if earlier i
2:24:42	remember cn15
2:24:44	if um it was stated as the maximum
2:24:47	in the in our three the maximum
2:24:51	as this code is written would be 25 not
2:24:53	15 and r3
2:24:57	thank you mr moore i unless
2:25:00	uh planner prior disagrees i think it's
2:25:03	time
2:25:04	to put this one aside and go on to
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2:25:08	the next work session um
2:25:11	we have two more work sessions this
2:25:13	evening one is small cell wireless which
2:25:16	was the largest part of the packet
2:25:18	in columbarium which was the smallest
2:25:21	part of our
2:25:30	because i believe that we have people
2:25:31	here that would like to speak to this
2:25:33	issue
2:25:34	and so that we can allow them to
2:25:38	finish their evening and uh move on
2:25:41	so palm bearing really good mrs
2:25:44	interesting
2:25:45	moments getting the powerpoint
2:25:47	presentation up i know that there
2:25:49	are representatives in the audience that
2:25:50	would like to talk a little bit
2:25:52	about why this is coming up and
2:25:55	but i can kind of tee it off as well
2:26:00	so this issue was brought up to the
2:26:02	astoria city council
2:26:04	a few months ago i'm asking for
2:26:08	guidance from the councils whether or
2:26:09	not they would support amendments
2:26:11	to allow a columbarium
2:26:15	to be established at in this case grace
2:26:18	episcopal church
2:26:20	presently astoria city code not the
2:26:23	development code but the
2:26:24	city code prohibits burials inside the
2:26:28	city limits of astoria
2:26:29	and this goes back to when ocean view
2:26:33	cemetery
2:26:34	was created in the late 1800s and
2:26:37	um remains where he
2:26:41	zoomed from the cemetery up on the top
2:26:43	of the hill and
2:26:44	moved to ocean view cemetery and at the
2:26:47	time it was
2:26:48	seen as a thing uh i think you're
2:26:50	dealing with drinking water issues and
2:26:52	there's a whole issue about
2:26:54	cemeteries and in city limits and there
2:26:56	was this whole
2:26:57	effort to to move them out of the city
2:27:00	of events and so we're dealing with
2:27:02	some code language that goes back um
2:27:05	if not decades um over 100 years
2:27:08	in our city code the the council though
2:27:11	said
2:27:12	we feel that we were fine with
2:27:16	um cremains um
2:27:20	being placed
2:27:23	in columbia in the city limits and
2:27:27	providing direction to the city attorney
2:27:30	to start working on that
2:27:31	blair hennigar did some work and and
2:27:35	on the city code but also suggested
2:27:38	that there be development code
2:27:40	amendments
2:27:42	um which would address columbia
2:27:45	um particularly in residential zones
2:27:48	um and in this case as we're talking
2:27:51	earlier you know a lot of our
2:27:53	our places of worship are in
2:27:54	residential's office in our community
2:27:56	and that may be where um
2:27:58	where these may be coming in in the
2:28:00	future so i just wanted to get up in
2:28:02	terms of how we got here tonight because
2:28:03	there was some history
2:28:05	with city council maybe mrs pryor can
2:28:07	give some uh
2:28:08	some of the detail that i know that
2:28:10	there are representatives want to give a
2:28:12	presentation
2:28:13	from grace episcopal
2:28:17	final prayer yes
2:28:20	is that working no
2:28:25	yeah okay so columbarium
2:28:28	so it's basically a wall room or
2:28:31	building
2:28:32	used to store urns holding the ashes of
2:28:35	people who have diet have been created
2:28:37	there are a variety of interior
2:28:41	and exterior types of remains
2:28:45	and as or as
2:28:48	as manager
2:28:52	estes noted um no remains can be buried
2:28:55	or stored in the city of astoria
2:28:57	and you you already heard the rest of
2:29:00	that so i'm gonna go on
2:29:02	um hopefully it's gonna come up in a
2:29:04	second there we go
2:29:05	there are some examples of interior and
2:29:08	exterior column area
2:29:13	one of the things that we'd like you to
2:29:15	consider
2:29:16	is do you want it only interior do you
2:29:19	want to enter
2:29:20	or exterior and then
2:29:23	based on your desire are there specific
2:29:26	zones that
2:29:27	you want to perhaps
2:29:31	allow exterior in
2:29:34	and only allow interior in residential
2:29:37	zones
2:29:39	it's um kind of up to you to kind of
2:29:42	talk it through and
2:29:43	think about it and the
2:29:47	graphic probably isn't going to show up
2:29:49	very well again
2:29:50	[Music]
2:29:52	nope so zones by district
2:29:55	and then this is the map of the
2:29:59	various places of worship for your
2:30:02	consideration right
2:30:05	would this be an appropriate time to
2:30:07	open stuff up it would be
2:30:09	great so who would love to hear from
2:30:13	the representatives
2:30:16	and as always if you could state your
2:30:19	name and address
2:30:21	and then limit your comments to three
2:30:22	minutes if you need to go over
2:30:24	please let us know and we would be
2:30:25	reached by follow down thank you very
2:30:27	much i appreciate that um i'm jennifer
2:30:29	rawls
2:30:29	uh 950 allergies avenue i'm
2:30:32	currently the secretary at grace
2:30:34	episcopal church and worked very closely
2:30:36	with father lance
2:30:37	whom we are trying to do this for um his
2:30:40	wife is
2:30:41	right there and
2:30:43	[Music]
2:30:44	so the the vision for the fatherland's
2:30:46	peeler memorial columbarium project
2:30:48	um when he would speak about it his
2:30:52	desire was
2:30:54	for it to be installed in such a way as
2:30:56	it was always there
2:30:58	um he did not want it to become this big
2:31:01	thing
2:31:01	that was obviously done afterwards
2:31:04	so one of the the place that i always
2:31:07	heard him talk about it
2:31:08	was to be included in
2:31:11	the stairwell that is right up front and
2:31:13	i have pictures if that's okay
2:31:17	[Music]
2:31:24	so as the pictures are coming around the
2:31:26	existing stairwell is here
2:31:28	at the very effective grace episcopal
2:31:29	church if you've ever seen it at the big
2:31:32	red doors at the very top underneath um
2:31:35	on the second page actually
2:31:39	[Music]
2:31:41	the area here to the right of the
2:31:43	stairwell is where
2:31:44	um we would like to have a garden type
2:31:47	area
2:31:47	um that it would be the entrance to the
2:31:50	columbarium so it'd be
2:31:52	built into the stairwell side
2:31:56	underneath the stairwell is an empty
2:31:57	storage area so
2:31:59	there would no there would be no
2:32:02	unless the builders or designers of the
2:32:05	columbarium
2:32:06	demon necessary there would not need to
2:32:09	be any structural
2:32:10	difference done to the building except
2:32:12	for an entrance
2:32:13	that would be necessary
2:32:17	so the garden area there towards the
2:32:19	right hand side right where you enter
2:32:21	into the church would be the area where
2:32:24	the columbarium entrance would be
2:32:27	the place
2:32:30	here on the left hand side has the trash
2:32:33	cans
2:32:34	currently that's the door that's there
2:32:37	existing
2:32:38	so that's the door that you enter into
2:32:40	into that storage space that's already
2:32:42	there
2:32:42	so um even adding an entrance on the
2:32:45	other side of it would not
2:32:46	um really make much of a difference
2:32:50	to what um already existingly there
2:32:53	so um
2:32:54	[Music]
2:32:56	when he spoke about it he spoke about
2:32:58	possibly having a wall of niches
2:33:00	towards the inside so some of the
2:33:02	pictures that um
2:33:04	mrs fryer provided would be exactly in
2:33:07	line
2:33:08	with what he would he was thinking
2:33:11	when he um was talking about adding the
2:33:13	column variant to it
2:33:15	um there are other options um as well
2:33:18	that i know he
2:33:19	would have been open to but um i think
2:33:22	the wall of niches
2:33:24	would be a wonderful way for us to be
2:33:25	able to remember the impact that he had
2:33:27	on
2:33:28	sorry on his congregation um
2:33:36	[Music]
2:33:45	it would be a wonderful place for him to
2:33:46	be able to rest
2:33:48	at his church thank you great thank you
2:33:53	[Music]
2:33:57	would anyone else like to approach
2:34:16	thor sorenson 217 exchange i'm the
2:34:18	senior warden of the church at this time
2:34:21	and um just want to thank the commission
2:34:24	for working on this
2:34:26	we are developing a memorial fund to
2:34:28	fund the work
2:34:29	and so we'll work with the city staff of
2:34:31	course to make sure that
2:34:33	what we put in our design meets the
2:34:36	the standards and is fitting with the
2:34:38	structure that we have
2:34:40	and the pictures you see there will be
2:34:42	quite i would think uh
2:34:44	from the street level it should be quite
2:34:46	inconspicuous
2:34:48	to be tucked into the building and so
2:34:50	only approaching the church and going
2:34:52	inside
2:34:53	would you be able to kind of visualize
2:34:55	visually see it
2:34:57	um so that should be further impacted
2:35:00	to the to the nature of the church um
2:35:05	so thank you very much thank you
2:35:09	as you can see it's a very important
2:35:10	thing that we're working on really thank
2:35:12	you for helping us
2:35:13	[Music]
2:35:18	so
2:35:19	[Music]
2:35:22	do you have a preference in terms of
2:35:24	zoning districts
2:35:26	number one number two do you have a
2:35:29	preference
2:35:30	of interior exterior you're talking
2:35:33	about
2:35:33	[Music]
2:35:34	building something exterior to the
2:35:36	building um
2:35:40	you have a preference of
2:35:44	maybe those exterior type of
2:35:47	column barrier being in certain zones
2:35:50	versus other zones
2:35:53	and then the last
2:35:56	item is that we would recommend that no
2:36:00	matter where they're located
2:36:02	that they be a conditional use
2:36:06	and just to clarify um
2:36:09	i think what they're saying while it
2:36:10	would be
2:36:12	exterior to the main part of the church
2:36:15	it still would be
2:36:18	inside of a structure of sorts under the
2:36:21	staircase
2:36:22	so this may be kind of even a bit of a
2:36:23	hybrid where it's maybe not
2:36:25	not behind you know the the church
2:36:28	doors but still within a structure of
2:36:33	the building because i think like
2:36:35	because the
2:36:36	you look at the exhibit up here there's
2:36:38	kind of a column
2:36:40	uh area that there may be something that
2:36:42	if that was placed in the garden here
2:36:44	but i think
2:36:45	this is all would be behind some sort of
2:36:48	doorway
2:36:49	underneath the stairs structure
2:36:53	so i think we probably call this an
2:36:55	interior type of
2:36:57	use of stairs
2:37:05	uh yes when i first went through this i
2:37:08	was thinking interior would be the
2:37:09	appropriate
2:37:10	sort of uh design without
2:37:13	knowing what proposals might be
2:37:17	but i guess my my interest is for it to
2:37:20	be more of a private nature
2:37:21	along the lines has been described for
2:37:23	this particular approach but we're
2:37:25	talking
2:37:25	city-wide as far as things go and so
2:37:28	my interest is for it to be more
2:37:30	personal rather than a public
2:37:32	space um so i was thinking interior but
2:37:37	with i think
2:37:39	the conspit lack of conspicuousness i
2:37:42	thought
2:37:43	the way that this was done kind of beats
2:37:45	a sweet spot with me that
2:37:46	preserves the more private nature but
2:37:48	also making i guess more accessible
2:37:50	and a place that makes sense in the
2:37:52	building
2:37:54	i guess i'm comfortable in any zone i
2:37:56	guess is a conditional use
2:37:58	if that there's already a of these
2:38:02	houses of worship i guess
2:38:05	and this hasn't been brought up in this
2:38:07	proposal at all i almost hesitate to
2:38:09	bring it up but i would there need to be
2:38:11	a distinction about pets
2:38:13	is there an issue as far as
2:38:16	i know i mean i'm yeah okay
2:38:20	i don't know what we do either but it's
2:38:22	something that i think is a you know
2:38:24	common
2:38:24	add-on to that conversation okay those
2:38:28	[Music]
2:38:37	there could be something like that
2:38:40	associated with the veterinary clinic or
2:38:42	something like that perhaps
2:38:43	so
2:38:47	commissioner impression thank you i i
2:38:49	think it's a
2:38:50	lovely idea and uh i think that
2:38:54	that father lance would be very proud to
2:38:56	hear from you tonight and i bet there
2:38:58	are a bunch of ministers
2:39:00	uh throughout the land who would who
2:39:02	would be happy
2:39:03	to uh or just be very proud to have
2:39:05	someone like you jennifer come up and
2:39:08	speak of how he
2:39:09	touched your community i'm for it
2:39:11	however it is
2:39:13	i'm okay with inside outside i think it
2:39:16	should be associated with
2:39:18	places of worship and i
2:39:21	i don't know how the code defines that
2:39:25	so
2:39:25	because you know people
2:39:28	worship in many different ways but i do
2:39:31	think it should be with a church
2:39:33	however that's defined and and i don't
2:39:36	have problems with pets being engaged
2:39:37	either
2:39:39	i would pretty much agree with what
2:39:41	commissioner price said
2:39:42	my wife was the uh church secretary at
2:39:45	first presbyterian
2:39:48	i wouldn't generally share this other
2:39:50	other than because of this
2:39:52	so i understand your your feelings i i
2:39:55	think it's wonderful that you have
2:39:56	brought this forward to us i was not
2:39:59	aware that burial was not
2:40:01	allowed within the city limits and the
2:40:04	idea of the columbarium
2:40:06	project um it's very touching because i
2:40:09	think it's just wonderful that you've
2:40:11	brought this in front of us
2:40:12	and i think that what you're asking for
2:40:16	would be acceptable to me i realize that
2:40:18	this is for the whole city
2:40:20	our work session is for uh columbia area
2:40:24	allowed in
2:40:24	the entire city
2:40:26	[Music]
2:40:29	and then therefore it would also allow
2:40:31	your use but i'm
2:40:33	completely in favor of this
2:40:37	yeah i also don't have any concerns
2:40:39	about indoor or outdoor as long as it's
2:40:41	conditional use as long as it's part of
2:40:43	place worship
2:40:46	commissioner i'm also an agreement uh
2:40:48	inside outside
2:40:50	and i think it's a beautiful thing that
2:40:52	you're doing
2:40:55	commissioner inside outside internal
2:40:58	external i'm fine with all of it i do
2:41:00	not think it should be
2:41:01	restricted just to places of worship
2:41:04	because that excludes
2:41:05	people who may not worship
2:41:12	treasure thanks have a question
2:41:14	unfortunately
2:41:17	can one currently keep remains of loved
2:41:19	ones in one single okay in your house
2:41:21	okay so this would be the public
2:41:23	okay thank you
2:41:28	thank you are you ready for the last
2:41:31	item
2:41:32	yes did you have any closing remarks you
2:41:35	wanted to make
2:41:36	or thank you
2:41:39	thank you thank you very much thank you
2:41:41	very much for coming
2:41:42	so so just so you have the process um
2:41:45	we will be crafting um the actual
2:41:48	language that will change in the code
2:41:51	and it will go with the other items on
2:41:53	the agenda tonight
2:41:55	as a package probably to the march
2:41:58	[Music]
2:41:59	planning commission meeting and then
2:42:03	if it becomes law it would
2:42:06	be approved here assuming that it would
2:42:08	be approved here
2:42:09	it would go to the city council for
2:42:11	their approval
2:42:12	and then it would be effective
2:42:13	approximately 30 days
2:42:15	after the ordinance is is signed
2:42:19	so we're talking probably june july
2:42:23	somewhere in there before it's effective
2:42:26	and if you sign in over on the
2:42:29	the sign-in sheet we'll make sure that
2:42:31	you're
2:42:32	contacted for any future opportunities
2:42:35	to
2:42:36	comment thank you very much thank you
2:42:44	[Music]
2:42:52	okay
2:42:59	[Music]
2:43:07	and and just get to the nuts and bolts
2:43:09	if that's okay with you
2:43:12	i'm ready to improve
2:43:15	[Applause]
Work Sessions: Small Cell Wireless
https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=9798" https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=9798 
2:43:18	okay so i'm gonna go to um
2:43:22	oh they're not showing up sorry um but
2:43:25	you have
2:43:25	you have a copy does it show up on your
2:43:28	copy
2:43:30	that you have in your packet that i
2:43:33	handed out tonight
2:43:35	this yes yes it's the very first one
2:43:38	of the um the tables
2:43:42	in the powerpoint
2:43:48	so i just want to go through this really
2:43:50	quickly is that um
2:43:53	the we we looked at a variety
2:43:56	of codes that are out there the national
2:43:59	league of cities
2:44:00	the um the industry
2:44:04	proposed model ordinance the
2:44:07	coordinates in bend in beaverton bay
2:44:10	bridge island
2:44:11	and madison wisconsin and then
2:44:14	hillsborough
2:44:15	is going through a process of trying to
2:44:18	get theirs approved
2:44:20	and i threw those in there because you
2:44:23	could see
2:44:23	the kind of comments that the industry
2:44:26	is providing
2:44:28	regarding the various regulations that
2:44:31	hillsboro proposed
2:44:32	so i wanted you to kind of get the feel
2:44:34	for
2:44:36	how the industry might be reacting to
2:44:38	their proposal
2:44:42	the majority of the
2:44:45	regulations include definitions
2:44:48	personally i like the national league of
2:44:50	cities definitions i think they're very
2:44:52	comprehensive
2:44:53	and include the gamut
2:44:57	of items that we would want to consider
2:45:01	the application requirements i thought
2:45:04	bend and beaverton were interesting
2:45:06	because they required a visual
2:45:08	impact analysis so a graphic
2:45:11	showing what does the final structure
2:45:14	look like
2:45:15	so you can go out and say g doesn't look
2:45:18	like that
2:45:19	and if it doesn't then you can come back
2:45:22	and require them to do something
2:45:23	different
2:45:25	[Music]
2:45:26	design standards almost everybody has
2:45:28	design standards
2:45:30	um height limits um
2:45:35	volume volume of the
2:45:38	um base of the
2:45:42	pole let me show you one real quick
2:45:46	so in boise idaho
2:45:52	the the
2:45:56	cherry picker type of thing on the left
2:45:59	shows the the um gentleman is installing
2:46:03	the the small cell wireless on the top
2:46:08	at the bottom at the base you'll see the
2:46:11	man
2:46:12	is standing right next to the tower the
2:46:14	base of the tower
2:46:16	and you can see how big that tower is
2:46:19	compared to a human being
2:46:22	um and so that's why
2:46:25	we want to maybe regulate based on
2:46:27	volume at the base
2:46:30	um in terms of the cubic feet that they
2:46:33	can have
2:46:34	at the base um the the graphic on the
2:46:38	right
2:46:39	the picture on the right shows the um
2:46:42	the cell tower or the
2:46:45	sorry the small cell wireless tower um
2:46:49	integrated into a a
2:46:53	light standard so you can see what it
2:46:56	would look like
2:46:57	with a light standard so
2:46:59	[Music]
2:47:01	that gives you that idea um
2:47:06	so the next items that are
2:47:09	in the code comparison are things like
2:47:12	stealth design
2:47:13	it should pop up here in a minute um
2:47:16	stealth design
2:47:17	so how to have
2:47:21	design that would enable
2:47:26	minimalistic type of
2:47:30	of of equipment and
2:47:33	um and visual
2:47:37	color many of the jurisdictions require
2:47:41	that the the equipment be
2:47:44	painted the same color as the
2:47:47	pole that it's on so if we
2:47:51	allow it on a a green pole we would ask
2:47:56	them to paint it green
2:47:58	so that it's more stealth noise
2:48:03	a lot of the jurisdictions have noise
2:48:05	regulations
2:48:07	vibration regulations are in one
2:48:10	jurisdiction in beaverton
2:48:12	maximum diameter of the pole
2:48:18	ranges from 9 inches to 24 inches
2:48:21	or not regulated at all
2:48:25	historic or ornamental poles
2:48:29	many of them or two of them i should say
2:48:32	prohibit those type of um poles to be
2:48:36	used and i would recommend that that
2:48:37	would be what we would do
2:48:38	in in astoria as well
2:48:42	undergrounding cabinets two
2:48:44	jurisdictions require undergrounding
2:48:46	um the cabinets the cabling and the
2:48:48	wiring and i would recommend that we
2:48:49	require that because we have the
2:48:51	facilities underground to do that
2:48:54	um let's see
2:49:00	sorry it's so slow um
2:49:07	i think it'll pop up
2:49:12	the beavers and standards are have been
2:49:14	accepted and are not being fought
2:49:16	by that's correct they were they were
2:49:18	adopted quite some time ago
2:49:20	um when the um regulations first came
2:49:24	out so
2:49:26	um it's a very affordable model
2:49:30	yes yes um
2:49:43	um so the next line is
2:49:46	about ariel cable's friends fans so
2:49:50	imagine that this is a um
2:49:54	a wire a
2:49:57	power wire if you will so
2:50:00	they would allow a span
2:50:05	to be located on the wire
2:50:09	so the wireless facility would be around
2:50:12	the wire
2:50:14	[Music]
2:50:15	and that is prohibited in
2:50:18	um in heelsboro and allowed in the
2:50:22	oregon draft
2:50:24	that is currently being worked on
2:50:26	between the league of cities
2:50:28	and the wireless carriers
2:50:32	electrical load analysis hillsboro
2:50:35	requires it
2:50:36	everybody else is silent
2:50:39	priority per street classification
2:50:42	that's in hillsboroughs
2:50:44	everybody else is silent separation
2:50:48	um hillsboro requires a minimum of 250
2:50:52	feet between
2:50:54	each carrier
2:50:57	and each wireless facility small cell
2:51:00	wireless facility
2:51:02	and when we talk about
2:51:06	towards the end of the presentation i
2:51:08	will talk about
2:51:09	the madison wisconsin
2:51:13	proposal they also have it by blog
2:51:16	face and so we'll talk about that just a
2:51:19	little bit
2:51:21	[Music]
2:51:22	light air reviews logo id
2:51:26	info permit information are a forming
2:51:29	sticker
2:51:31	those are required in the hillsborough
2:51:35	bainbridge island limits the signage
2:51:37	messages or ids
2:51:40	[Music]
2:51:42	the last comparison
2:51:45	talks about static or flashing lights if
2:51:48	they talk about it at all it's
2:51:49	prohibited
2:51:52	new polls complying with ada bainbridge
2:51:55	island requires that
2:51:56	and the new oregon draft will require
2:51:59	them
2:52:00	and then design zones um
2:52:03	bay bridge island the reason i pulled
2:52:06	bay bridge island is because they have a
2:52:07	shoreline
2:52:08	zone management area and i thought that
2:52:11	was intriguing that
2:52:13	they would regulate the um
2:52:16	the small cell wireless differently in
2:52:18	their shoreline
2:52:20	and i thought that could be a good model
2:52:21	for us
2:52:24	and then madison wisconsin talks about
2:52:27	view quarters
2:52:28	and aesthetic standards
2:52:33	i'm going to avoid all this
2:52:38	and get to the final part so the
2:52:41	wireless
2:52:42	um
2:52:45	regulations in madison wisconsin
2:52:49	talk about block face lengths
2:52:52	and they allow one
2:52:56	small cell facility per
2:53:00	block face of a certain size
2:53:04	and then when it goes up in size they
2:53:06	allow two
2:53:07	and then it goes up from there um and so
2:53:10	i
2:53:10	apply something like that to our city
2:53:13	and
2:53:14	um you'll see a map and hopefully it'll
2:53:17	show up nicely oh it does
2:53:20	okay so um the
2:53:24	kind of turquoise color is the 0 to 100
2:53:28	or 0 to 200 block face length
2:53:31	so in in that
2:53:34	instance we would probably only allow
2:53:36	one per block base
2:53:39	is my recommendation the orange
2:53:42	is the next size up so it's 200
2:53:46	to 300 i believe in size
2:53:50	and then the red is the next size up
2:53:54	the um purple is next
2:53:57	and then yellow we would allow
2:54:00	um three or four per block face um
2:54:05	so that's kind of the idea in a nutshell
2:54:10	um do you have thoughts
2:54:14	and are you sure fitzpatrick can i
2:54:17	probably make a little bit more
2:54:18	on this this is an issue that um
2:54:22	again has come to city council and city
2:54:24	council has provided
2:54:26	direction to staff in the planning
2:54:28	commission
2:54:29	to move forward and develop and code on
2:54:31	this as well
2:54:33	verizon wireless has come to the city
2:54:37	council and said that they are wanting
2:54:38	to start
2:54:40	pursuing small scale wireless technology
2:54:45	this is a this is the future
2:54:49	of powering these things
2:54:53	and this is actually something where
2:54:57	there is federal regulation
2:54:59	involved in terms of stating what has to
2:55:02	be
2:55:03	provided i was actually at a planner's
2:55:06	legal
2:55:07	issues seminar last week and one of the
2:55:10	district discussion topics was this
2:55:12	one of the things that was said is and i
2:55:16	remember when i
2:55:17	started as a planner in the 1990s cities
2:55:20	were developing
2:55:21	cell phone cell tower ordinances at the
2:55:23	time that was the
2:55:25	the technology technology du jour i will
2:55:28	say that
2:55:28	cell phone ordinances pretty much
2:55:32	uh cell tower ordinances have pretty
2:55:34	much remained static over the years
2:55:37	because the technology has remained
2:55:39	static
2:55:40	what is appearing is this technology is
2:55:42	going to be ever changing
2:55:44	and we are going to be seeing constant
2:55:47	code amendments
2:55:48	to deal with this in the future as we
2:55:51	move forward and as this technology
2:55:53	continues to
2:55:54	evolve and continue to change so i'm
2:55:57	just kind of saying that
2:55:58	this is this is new jurisdictions are
2:56:00	now starting to tackle it
2:56:02	uh we've been asked by verizon to start
2:56:05	the process
2:56:06	and so so here we are we're doing it but
2:56:08	it's it's going to be
2:56:10	um one that's going to require updating
2:56:12	it sounds like
2:56:13	um you know as we move along in the
2:56:15	future
2:56:17	okay so i have a couple questions yes
2:56:20	so the map showed it basically starting
2:56:23	in franklin
2:56:24	and moving north from there showing
2:56:26	things south of
2:56:27	franklin is um and it did discuss mostly
2:56:30	in the downtown is that
2:56:32	where these are going to be placed in
2:56:35	general or
2:56:36	are they also picking up the hill and
2:56:37	back down the other side
2:56:39	so um the the fcc says that
2:56:43	um they can put them anywhere
2:56:46	um the representatives that i've spoken
2:56:50	to
2:56:50	have said that they only want to put
2:56:52	them where
2:56:54	the activity is the greatest
2:56:58	where they're going to
2:57:01	where there's a lot of people and
2:57:04	they're intending to
2:57:05	get faster service for that
2:57:08	that customer um that's not to say that
2:57:12	they won't propose it
2:57:13	in our residential areas this is just
2:57:16	an idea for our downtown um
2:57:19	the boise example the
2:57:23	cherry picker and the gentleman that was
2:57:26	standing beside that that's what they're
2:57:28	proposing for residential areas
2:57:31	the other one is what they're proposing
2:57:33	for areas where they can locate on a
2:57:35	light
2:57:35	standard
2:57:39	so we have an awful lot of reading here
2:57:43	is is there any controversy to this are
2:57:45	people that are more knowledgeable than
2:57:47	i do that would know why
2:57:48	this would be an issue or uh
2:57:51	well here's a non-contribution
2:57:55	non-controversial
2:57:58	it's it's very controversial um the
2:58:02	issue
2:58:02	there's there's several issues with this
2:58:04	technology the first one
2:58:06	is that the fcc has regulated
2:58:09	that um we have to make a decision
2:58:13	for something that is co-located so if
2:58:16	it's in one of the
2:58:18	um light standards that are
2:58:21	downtown not the acorn lights we're not
2:58:23	going to allow them on the acorn lights
2:58:25	but any of the other light standards
2:58:28	we only have 60 days to approve it
2:58:31	so if we if we want to regulate it at
2:58:34	all we need to have some standards in
2:58:37	our code
2:58:38	so that we can make that administrative
2:58:41	approval or denial
2:58:44	the new towers are
2:58:47	or the new new standards um
2:58:51	we have 90 days to approve or deny
2:58:56	if we don't act in those two time frames
2:59:01	then it is considered a prohibit
2:59:06	and they can take us to court to require
2:59:09	us to allow it
2:59:11	so so with that when you miss fryer and
2:59:13	i were talking about this
2:59:15	basically the federal guidelines or
2:59:18	requirements
2:59:19	for implementing these things do not
2:59:21	follow state of oregon
2:59:23	land use rule guidelines so putting
2:59:26	these
2:59:27	types of requests as permits that have
2:59:30	to go
2:59:30	before a planning commission design
2:59:34	review committee
2:59:35	etc does not work because under state
2:59:39	law
2:59:39	there's 120 days for us to process it so
2:59:43	we
2:59:44	have to have staff approved
2:59:48	permits to be able to meet federal law
2:59:52	so what do you mean from us this evening
2:59:55	do you have
2:59:56	any thoughts with regard to any of the
2:59:59	items that i talked about earlier about
3:00:01	um that are in those
3:00:06	[Music]
3:00:08	tables anything that stands out to you
3:00:11	that you want to make sure that
3:00:13	the city includes so visual impact
3:00:16	analysis
3:00:16	is that something that you want to have
3:00:19	i think we'd all
3:00:20	have a visual impact analysis
3:00:24	okay and i'm going to assume design
3:00:26	standards you want
3:00:29	height limit
3:00:32	the oregon draft has 40 feet as the
3:00:34	height limit for new poles
3:00:37	um there are a number of um
3:00:41	options there we could say that
3:00:45	it have it can be no taller than the
3:00:49	the existing poles that are along
3:00:52	the line we can say that it can be
3:00:56	within 10 feet
3:00:57	of the existing poles so
3:01:01	um your thoughts on that
3:01:04	i like
3:01:07	[Music]
3:01:14	um the process again would be an
3:01:17	administrative process consistent across
3:01:20	the board
3:01:22	[Music]
3:01:25	stealth design i'm assuming that you
3:01:27	want stealth design
3:01:28	color
3:01:32	noise we currently don't really regulate
3:01:34	noise
3:01:36	we don't have a decibel standard
3:01:38	beaverton
3:01:39	does a decimal standard um
3:01:42	in terms of their noise real quickly to
3:01:44	clarify we're talking about
3:01:46	radio frequency noise not like audible
3:01:48	noise right
3:01:49	no they're talking about audible noise
3:01:52	of the equipment
3:01:53	yes or something so um there are
3:01:56	equipment that
3:01:57	that we would i assume would
3:02:00	propose to be undergrounded but that
3:02:03	could affect
3:02:04	um basement dwellers um
3:02:07	[Music]
3:02:08	so do we want noise yes
3:02:12	yes that is going to have to be
3:02:14	something that we deal with since we
3:02:15	don't deal with already
3:02:17	i know that the police department has
3:02:20	concerns about that about auto noise
3:02:23	requirements just because
3:02:25	how you read it becomes very
3:02:29	difficult so this isn't going to be
3:02:30	something to see whether or not what is
3:02:31	doable
3:02:32	yes with our police department would
3:02:35	that vibrations be part of that
3:02:36	conversation does that complicate things
3:02:38	or noise and vibrations
3:02:40	that go together these types of things
3:02:41	vibrations is easier
3:02:43	okay my understanding is each of these
3:02:45	units requires a refrigerator size power
3:02:47	source and device in order to operate
3:02:50	each
3:02:51	hole is that correct that is correct
3:02:53	that's what they're saying
3:02:55	the poles are the easy part it seems to
3:02:57	me but our chair
3:02:58	of construction seems to allow access at
3:03:01	least to require that sort of thing
3:03:03	yes underground yes and
3:03:06	i've talked to engineering and they they
3:03:08	recommend the undergrounding
3:03:10	well that's true for a certain part of
3:03:12	downtown but
3:03:14	that's not true for the bulk of astoria
3:03:16	that's correct
3:03:19	so um we would more or less probably
3:03:22	have
3:03:23	the
3:03:25	[Music]
3:03:29	or you would have a um a standalone box
3:03:34	instead of the circle around the
3:03:36	[Music]
3:03:37	so not such a terrible problem in
3:03:40	commercial areas but in residential
3:03:42	areas that would be
3:03:43	really problematic
3:03:46	as far as like making them look like
3:03:48	some of the macro towers
3:03:50	right that look like trees i mean
3:03:52	consideration for aesthetics the only
3:03:54	thing we seem to be able to influence is
3:03:56	aesthetics in a few design things
3:03:57	yeah i would say that because these are
3:04:02	all going to be purposefully placed
3:04:05	at the pedestrian level these are meant
3:04:07	to be at lower levels
3:04:10	i'm going to say some of the when you
3:04:12	start making things look like
3:04:15	foam trees they they can stand out
3:04:18	when they're in the distance but when
3:04:20	you're up close and personal to him
3:04:22	it looks like a cheap christmas tree may
3:04:25	i ask um
3:04:26	for for the downtown area where uh
3:04:29	there are the acorn lights uh
3:04:33	there are a lot of places where the big
3:04:35	old street lights have been removed
3:04:37	already right
3:04:38	yes will be in the future so you're
3:04:40	adding extra poles which i guess is
3:04:42	going to come up to max diameter here
3:04:44	right
3:04:45	right right and so do we want to have a
3:04:48	max diameter
3:04:51	9 inches seems like it's it's very
3:04:54	controversial
3:04:55	in terms of the
3:04:58	the industry and so
3:05:02	don't know how much you want to fight
3:05:03	them um
3:05:05	things get smaller every time i just
3:05:07	make it easy for myself instead of
3:05:09	nodding all the time i'm for the maximum
3:05:12	restrictions that we can get away with
3:05:14	okay
3:05:14	on everything and i would put out that
3:05:17	if there's a way to
3:05:18	do the fee and licensing process to
3:05:20	create a financial incentive for them to
3:05:22	try innovative aesthetic design features
3:05:24	and astoria destination kind of
3:05:26	community that that would be something
3:05:28	worth considering i'd like to see them
3:05:29	try hard here
3:05:34	i think the riverwalk kind of going
3:05:35	though is a conundrum because they need
3:05:37	to
3:05:37	the riverwalk is exactly the kind of
3:05:39	place they would like to have
3:05:41	the towers because that's where people
3:05:42	are walking taking selfies and stuff
3:05:44	like that and by the right track
3:05:46	yeah and so uh aesthetic considerations
3:05:49	for riverwalk
3:05:50	uh towers might be a separate
3:05:53	conversation or another
3:05:54	aspect of the conversation that i
3:05:56	haven't thought
3:06:00	and then um court historic or ornamental
3:06:05	polls
3:06:05	um were proposing that they be
3:06:08	prohibited
3:06:09	and that would mean that in um
3:06:13	in um
3:06:16	mill pond they would be
3:06:18	[Music]
3:06:19	prohibited with the crook neck lighting
3:06:23	and then also in uniontown with proposed
3:06:26	lighting
3:06:30	at the legal issues seminar what
3:06:34	was stated there was the only way you
3:06:37	could prohibit them
3:06:38	on ornamental polls if it was in a local
3:06:41	historic district
3:06:43	so like mill pond which has ornamental
3:06:45	poles it's not within a historic
3:06:47	district
3:06:48	so so we have to the only place that the
3:06:52	federal
3:06:53	standards provide some dispensation is
3:06:55	whenever there are
3:06:56	historic districts that's true thank you
3:07:00	so um
3:07:02	[Music]
3:07:04	let's see um
3:07:09	safety and integrity studies and
3:07:11	structural calculations we would require
3:07:13	that for
3:07:14	any permit and
3:07:17	some people require a public improvement
3:07:20	permit or a right-of-way permit
3:07:22	and i think that we would want to
3:07:24	include that as well
3:07:30	what do you think about aerial cable
3:07:32	spams
3:07:33	do you want to allow it not allow it is
3:07:36	it an
3:07:38	[Music]
3:07:46	okay so and then what do you think about
3:07:49	um let's see
3:07:56	messages um
3:07:59	no i was thinking well messages do you
3:08:02	want messages or no messages
3:08:04	i'm sorry messages or no messages so do
3:08:07	you want them to slap
3:08:08	they have a limit right now they have a
3:08:11	requirement to put an rf
3:08:13	sticker on it a radio frequency sticker
3:08:16	and
3:08:17	typically they don't
3:08:20	have other requirements so they don't
3:08:22	have to have their name
3:08:23	they don't have to have in fact many
3:08:25	places prohibit them from putting their
3:08:27	name on it
3:08:30	some jurisdictions require them to have
3:08:32	an id number and a phone
3:08:34	contact to call in case of emergency
3:08:38	do you want any of those things do you
3:08:40	not want them my issue is no advertising
3:08:44	okay so one other thing to kind of
3:08:47	understand is right now
3:08:49	um there are four
3:08:53	three or four major well it depends on
3:08:56	the merger
3:08:56	so right so i mean the thing is
3:09:00	right now each one of the different
3:09:03	providers their technology is all
3:09:07	different so
3:09:07	each company is going to have to have
3:09:09	their own
3:09:12	style and way of installing this so
3:09:17	um you have a t you have verizon
3:09:20	t-mobile is merging with sprint and if
3:09:23	that
3:09:23	if that merger goes through then you'll
3:09:25	have the three major but then there
3:09:26	could be
3:09:27	i mean so it's um it's one of those
3:09:30	things where
3:09:32	um the question i think a lot of the
3:09:34	stickers could be
3:09:35	do you have t-mobile do you have a t
3:09:38	do you and does that start with like
3:09:40	advertising on your
3:09:41	own right and i think i heard no
3:09:44	advertising right
3:09:46	yeah what do you think about the idea
3:09:49	of limiting the the
3:09:54	number by block face or by um
3:09:59	generally does that work for their
3:10:00	technology we say one year block face
3:10:02	and they say but that doesn't work is
3:10:04	that the issue
3:10:06	[Music]
3:10:08	so i think it'll work it has to work for
3:10:10	their technology though not our
3:10:11	aesthetic numbers though right
3:10:13	right but but i think every 500 feet is
3:10:17	what they're saying
3:10:18	now in boise they said that they wanted
3:10:21	to be
3:10:21	every 100 150 feet and boise
3:10:24	tried to push back but they didn't have
3:10:26	regulations so
3:10:28	i think having regulations in place that
3:10:32	that identify what you want is really
3:10:34	important
3:10:38	can you also have them i mean if there
3:10:40	are three providers can we insist that
3:10:42	they fight it out in the same poll
3:10:45	or do we have to allow for three
3:10:46	separate structures
3:10:48	per block face i thought so i thought
3:10:50	that
3:10:51	there was the thing about co-location is
3:10:53	that not does that not mean having the
3:10:55	same
3:10:56	having all their stuff in one box from
3:10:58	the different
3:10:59	companies that's correct so what i
3:11:02	proposed
3:11:03	is that co-location be this standard
3:11:06	and that if they want to do something
3:11:10	different
3:11:11	they have to demonstrate that
3:11:12	co-location won't work yeah
3:11:15	i i made it not that you were in bed
3:11:18	yes barbara didn't
3:11:22	in your research the only cold
3:11:25	i don't think anyone is co-locating
3:11:27	quite yet
3:11:28	um i guess there is one i'm going to
3:11:31	call it
3:11:32	whole designer and provider which is
3:11:35	designed
3:11:36	something that could be collated
3:11:38	co-located
3:11:40	but the model is that the cities install
3:11:43	these poles
3:11:44	and then and have the
3:11:48	various entities rent from them and
3:11:51	my concern was through the city of
3:11:52	societal resources to go and buy a bunch
3:11:54	of polls and
3:11:56	start doing this but that's the kind of
3:11:58	the only technology that's even been
3:12:00	developed that you've been researching
3:12:05	one thing we might run into the
3:12:07	co-location is with a short pull a
3:12:09	40-foot pole
3:12:10	and they're putting eight-foot you know
3:12:13	antennas on there the co-location being
3:12:17	lower is
3:12:19	you're going to get pretty low pretty
3:12:20	fast and it may not even be useful
3:12:23	for them so that it might i mean i i
3:12:26	would like to see co-location to see the
3:12:28	fewest number of polls possible but i
3:12:29	don't know if it's
3:12:30	going to be feasible with this we'll see
3:12:34	but it sounds like i think i missed the
3:12:35	point i missed the eight-foot point of
3:12:37	reference
3:12:38	and that's how tall their intent is
3:12:39	their antennas are
3:12:41	they're not you know one foot tall right
3:12:43	yeah substantial and so
3:12:45	they can't be adjacent and they can't
3:12:47	you can't have one on this side and one
3:12:49	on this side they're gonna
3:12:50	have to be at different heights on a
3:12:52	pole i mean it might make sense that it
3:12:53	would compromise on
3:12:54	height if that allows us fewer poles
3:12:58	or is this or will this design standard
3:13:01	control
3:13:02	that only one is allowed per block and
3:13:04	whoever gets there first gets it
3:13:06	or would we have to allow if we allow
3:13:08	one for horizon per block do we have to
3:13:09	allow one for him a vote for block
3:13:11	now madison was constantly um
3:13:15	they they have it spread out excuse me
3:13:18	so they have it spread out so that um
3:13:22	only one carrier can be applied um
3:13:25	until they get up to um 600 feet
3:13:30	and then they allow two carriers per
3:13:32	block base
3:13:34	so that kind of regulation is okay
3:13:37	it it hasn't been challenged yet
3:13:41	right because that seems to be true it
3:13:44	is restrictive
3:13:45	um now that's not to say that the
3:13:48	wireless community won't come out when
3:13:50	we actually write the regulations
3:13:52	and start to push back right
3:13:56	and and so these are all gonna be on the
3:13:58	on the right away on the sidewalk
3:13:59	yes yes some of the chair walls don't
3:14:02	even have
3:14:03	you know so what's the engineering
3:14:04	city's engineer saying about the fact
3:14:06	that the
3:14:07	chair walls in certain places aren't
3:14:08	well i'll tell you that each pole
3:14:11	um those poles are not just floating in
3:14:13	air if you would go and see
3:14:16	that there is for each big traffic pole
3:14:20	there is like a concrete pylon which
3:14:23	goes
3:14:24	up through the void
3:14:25	[Music]
3:14:27	and even planters downtown
3:14:30	um have structural
3:14:34	stability under the planter so i mean
3:14:36	there's a whole lot of girding
3:14:38	that happens um under the
3:14:41	the chair walls so that would all have
3:14:43	to be designed as part of their
3:14:45	installation cost
3:14:47	the laptop but i watched them install
3:14:49	the new post on the corner of 8th and
3:14:51	commercial that
3:14:52	the one that used to get taken out by
3:14:53	semis every four weeks
3:14:56	they poured concrete in that hole for
3:14:58	like two hours
3:15:00	it was unbelievable i just stood there
3:15:02	and watched and i'm like
3:15:03	wow it's a lot of concrete is there any
3:15:07	way for them to
3:15:08	uh to use the um
3:15:11	cannery themed garbage cans as
3:15:14	a load of history design i mean
3:15:18	it seems like they
3:15:23	[Music]
3:15:27	any other closing thoughts i want to
3:15:30	thank you for those tables that you put
3:15:32	together
3:15:33	comparisons that was really helpful very
3:15:35	nice
3:15:36	um so if it's your pleasure i'll come
3:15:40	back
3:15:41	on january 28th with code for
3:15:44	this code for cope for all
3:15:48	four if if that's your pleasure and you
3:15:51	can
3:15:52	you can breeze through whatever you want
3:15:55	to
3:15:56	breeze through if that's okay that works
3:15:59	for me and i believe for of
3:16:04	okay okay so i will have it ready for
3:16:08	you
3:16:08	january 28th you'll get at least a week
3:16:11	in advance hopefully too
3:16:12	[Music]
3:16:14	and i won't include as many there won't
3:16:17	be any additional exhibits it'll just be
3:16:19	the code
3:16:20	so um keep your packets
3:16:23	okay
Report of Officers, Staff, Public Comment, Adjournment
https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=11787" https://youtu.be/LxqJZtb0gPM?t=11787 
3:16:27	reports of officers do any officers have
3:16:31	any reports that they would like to make
3:16:33	this evening
3:16:35	i would just acknowledge that it's my
3:16:37	last uh fighting commission meeting
3:16:39	and instead son that's the end of my
3:16:41	term and i'm not renewing
3:16:53	[Music]
3:16:57	please come
3:17:00	you know kind of going on with that on
3:17:03	the next monday city council meeting at
3:17:05	6 00 pm is the
3:17:07	the commissioner uh uh thank you yearly
3:17:10	thank you and and
3:17:12	uh mayor jones is going to be doing
3:17:14	recognition for those who are outgoing
3:17:16	so uh you know
3:17:20	great did you want to um
3:17:23	just one last housekeeping item did you
3:17:25	want to go back to the minutes
3:17:29	i mean just with the time i mean i think
3:17:32	that
3:17:33	i'm fine if they want more time you've
3:17:36	just included this draft and the
3:17:38	city council packet we'll let the
3:17:40	council know that
3:17:41	just the circumstances of having
3:17:44	this meeting be early in the month
3:17:47	because the holidays and that is what it
3:17:49	is so
3:17:50	okay and then um
3:17:54	january 28th will be the next tsac
3:17:57	and apc meeting
3:18:00	and you'll have all these code
3:18:03	amendments to look at and then keep in
3:18:07	mind that thursday
3:18:08	january 30th at 6 30 is the annual
3:18:12	commissioner training and we'd like to
3:18:14	see you all there if you
3:18:15	if you're willing to come
3:18:19	and if you could let tiffany or myself
3:18:22	know whether you're coming or not so
3:18:24	that we can prepare the room
3:18:25	appropriately that'd be great
3:18:29	what was the time and date again 6 30 pm
3:18:32	on thursday the 30th
3:18:40	also for the planning commission's
3:18:43	information
3:18:44	on january 16th the city council will be
3:18:47	holding a work session
3:18:49	which is going to be dealing with
3:18:52	possibly directing the planning
3:18:55	commission
3:18:56	to develop code language which would
3:18:59	prohibit
3:19:00	chain hotels and restaurants within the
3:19:04	city limits of astoria so
3:19:08	ms fryer is working up a presentation
3:19:12	for the city council
3:19:13	to be able to provide direction in terms
3:19:15	of what they would like to see move
3:19:18	forward and then that will
3:19:19	also come to you in the form of code
3:19:21	amendments
3:19:22	also this next year so you have a busy
3:19:26	uh busy year coming ahead of you on a
3:19:29	host of code amendments
3:19:32	right anything else
3:19:36	okay we have a public comment and seeing
3:19:39	that we don't have anyone here
3:19:41	other than ms ryden did you want to
3:19:47	this evening and adjourn for the record
3:19:50	it's 1001 pm

